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If you need more copies of this brochure, you can download it at www.halleonard.com/classical.

This brochure of highlighted and recent publications is only a portion of our thousands of string titles. We invite you to search online at www.halleonard.com for other publications.

We have a complete Hal Leonard Classical Catalog with full listings of string publications from all the publishers distributed by Hal Leonard. The Hal Leonard Instrumental Catalog includes string orchestra and popular string titles.

To request your free copy of either, please contact us:

• by email to halinfo@halleonard.com
• by mail to:

    Hal Leonard Corporation
    attn: Catalog Request
    7777 W. Bluemound Road
    Milwaukee, WI 53213

Sign up for information about new string publications from Hal Leonard at www.halleonard.com/signup.

Throughout this brochure, publications with companion CDs are marked with this icon:
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A complete catalog of all Henle Urtext Editions for Strings is available for download at www.halleonard.com/classical.

We value your comments and suggestions. Please send your comments to:

    Classical Music Division
    Hal Leonard Corporation
    7777 W. Bluemound Road
    Milwaukee, WI 53213

    or by e-mail to halinfo@halleonard.com
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Founded in 1947, Hal Leonard Corporation is the largest source for printed music in the world, and also the largest source for classical music publications in the world. The company develops and produces classical music editions, popular music editions, songbooks, collections, sheet music, and educational music publications for all levels and instruments. Hal Leonard is also a publisher of trade books and reference books about all aspects of the performing arts, videos, DVDs, CD-ROMs, children’s music products and more.
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YOU NEED
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Request your free promotional brochure, with a CD of recorded highlights. Please send an email to halinfo@halleonard.com or write to:

Hal Leonard Corporation
Attn: Orchestra Promotion Request
PO Box 13819
Milwaukee, WI 53213

Announcing our new online service for orchestra directors!

ORCHESTRA MUSIC DIRECT
orchestрамusicdirect.com
Digital downloadable print music for orchestra

More great features of orchestramusicdirect.com:
• Order extra or replacement parts
• Get contest adjudication scores – quickly and easily
• Make your music choices online with the ideal perusal tool – even if you prefer to purchase your music in commercially printed format

orchestramusicdirect.com

Find it With easy-to-use Search and Browse tools, you can choose from Hal Leonard’s extensive catalog of orchestra music.

See it You can view and study complete scores and check specific parts with the click of a mouse.

Hear it Superb audio recordings are included to give directors the luxury of hearing a great performance while viewing the score or parts.

Print it With the latest in electronic delivery technology, secure and legal music can be printed on demand, on standard printers.

Play it…NOW! The speed and efficiency of digital delivery gives directors incredible new options to select, own, and perform music with no waiting or guesswork. You can order it tonight and play it first hour tomorrow!
### THE VIOLIN COLLECTION

#### Easy to Intermediate Level

**14 Pieces in First Position by 12 Composers**

The G. Schirmer Instrumental Library

An ideal collection for a student performing in a contest or recital after 3-4 years of study. All of the pieces can be played comfortably in first position. Contents: Country Gardens (Anonymous) • Bourrée from the Suite in C Major (J.S. Bach) • Scherzo from the String Quartet in C minor, Op. 18, No. 4 (Beethoven) • Hungarian Dance No. 5 (Brahms) • Waltz, Op. 39, No. 15 (Brahms) • The Blessed Spirits from Orfeo ed Euridice (Gluck) • Solveig's Song from Peer Gynt (Grieg) • Gigue from the Concerto Grosso, Op. 6, No. 9 (Handel) • Minuet from the Serenade in B-flat Major for Wind Instruments (Mozart) • 1 Attempt from Love's Sickness to Fly (Porcelli) • Minuet from the String Quartet in B-flat Major, D. 112 (Schubert) • Soldier's March (Schumann) • Mazurka from the Piano Trio in A minor, Op. 50 (Tchaikovsky) • Les Plaisirs from the Suite for Recorder and Strings in A minor, TV 55, No. 12 (Telemann).

50486131 Book/CD Pack ........................................................................$19.95

### THE VIOLIN COLLECTION

#### Intermediate Level

**11 Pieces by 11 Composers**

The G. Schirmer Instrumental Library

Attractive solo literature for the intermediate level student. The pieces in this collection do not take the player beyond third position. Contents: Siciliano from the Sonata No. 4 in C minor (J.S. Bach) • Intermezzo, Op. 117, No. 1 (Brahms) • Allegro moderato from Four Romantic Pieces, Op. 75 (Dvořák) • Berceuse, Op. 16 (Fauré) • Allegro from Pièces de clavecin, Op. 1 (Fiocco) • Waltz from Lyric Pieces, Op. 12, No. 2 (Grieg) • Sonata in F Major, HWV 370 (Handel) • Allegro from the Sonata for Violin and Piano in E minor, KV 304 (Mozart) • Allegro molto from the Sonatina for Violin and Piano in D Major, D. 384 (Schubert) • Rondo from the Pupil's Concerto No. 5 in D Major, Op. 22 (Seitz) • Allegro from the Concerto in A minor, Op. 3, No. 6, RV 356 (Vivaldi).

50486139 Book/CD Pack ........................................................................$19.95

Also see The G. Schirmer Instrumental Library: The Cello Collection on page 33.
THE VIOLIN COLLECTION
Intermediate to Advanced Level

10 Pieces by 9 Composers

The G. Schirmer Instrumental Library

Solos appropriate for advanced high school or college players, this collection presents staples of the standard violin literature. Contents:

Allegro moderato from the Concerto No. 1 in A minor, BWV 1041 (J.S. Bach)

Presto from the Sonata No. 1 (unaccompanied) in G minor, BWV 1001 (J.S. Bach)

Canzone (Barber)

Allegro from the Sonata for Violin and Piano in F Major, Op. 24 (“Spring”) (Beethoven)

Allegro risoluto from the Sonatina for Violin and Piano in G Major, Op. 100 (Dvořák)

Recitativo-Fantasia from the Sonata in A Major (Franck)

Molto allegro from the Sonata for Violin and Piano in A Major, KV 526 (Mozart)

Song from Tango Song and Dance (Previn)

Canzonetta from the Violin Concerto in D Major, Op. 35 (Tchaikovsky)

Theme from Schindler’s List (John Williams).

50486147 Book/CD Pack ..........................................................$19.95

About the recording artists

Violinist FRANK ALMOND is the Concertmaster of the Milwaukee Symphony Orchestra. He holds two degrees from the Juilliard School, where studied with Dorothy Delay. At 17, he was one of the youngest prizewinners in the history of the Nicolo Paganini Competition in Genoa, Italy, and five years later was one of two American prizewinners at the Eighth International Tchaikovsky Competition in Moscow. He has been a member of the chamber group An die Musik in New York City since 1997, directs the highly successful Frankly Music Chamber Series, and continues an active schedule of solo and chamber music performances in the U.S. and abroad.

Born in Caracas, Venezuela, pianist ELENA ABEND is well known as a soloist and chamber musician. She has performed with all the major orchestras of her country and has recorded with the Filarmonica Nacional. As the recipient of a scholarship from the Venezuelan Council for the Arts, Abend studied at the Juilliard School, where she received her Bachelor and Master degrees. She has performed at the Purcell Room in London’s Royal Festival Hall, Avery Fisher Hall in New York’s Lincoln Center, Weill Recital Hall at Carnegie Hall, and the Academy of Music with the Philadelphia Orchestra. She is on the music faculty at the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee.

Listen to sample audio tracks and view sample pages of these publications at www.halleonard.com.

- Enter the 8-digit publication number in the SEARCH field.
- Click on the book title to see a general description.
- From the description page, click on the CLOSER LOOK icon to access audio files and sample book pages.
- You can also see complete table of contents for any book from the general description page.
VIOLIN
MIXED COMPOSER CLASSICAL VIOLIN COLLECTIONS

Highlights

4 SCOTTISH SONATAS
for Violin and Keyboard, with optional Cello
edited by David Johnson
Schott
A welcome new edition in the Baroque violin literature, these pieces are appropriate for intermediate level violinists. The CD contains accompaniment tracks, as well as full performances. Includes parts for keyboard, violin (or flute), and cello (or bassoon).

49016679 Book/CD Pack...........................................................$22.95

10 VIOLIN SOLOS FROM THE MASTERS
for Violin & Piano
edited by Sheila Nelson
Boosey & Hawkes
Baroque, Classical, and Romantic violin solos suitable for the intermediate student violinist. The two enhanced CDs include performances and accompaniments of each piece and can also be used in computers to adjust the tempo.

48019619 Book/2CD Pack..........................................................$22.99

37 VIOLIN PIECES YOU LIKE TO PLAY
G. Schirmer, Inc.
A perennial best-seller, this timeless collection presents favorite violin pieces for the intermediate to advanced player. Highlights include: Air on the G String (Bach) • Cradle-Song (Brahms) • Kol Nidrei (Bruch) • Beau soin (Debussy) • Serenade (Haydn) • The Swan (Saint-Saëns) • Canzonetta (Tchaikovsky) • Rêverie (Vieuxtemps) • and many more!

50327830 ....................................................................................$18.95

ALL TIME FAVORITE VIOLIN SOLOS
G. Schirmer, Inc.
Contents: Air on the G String (Bach) • Aurore (Faure) • Barcarolle (Offenbach) • Beau Soir (Debussy) • Canzonetta (Tchaikovsky) • Hejre Kati (Hubay) • Kol Nidrei (Bruch) • L’abeille (Schubert) • Largo (Handel) • Menuet (Boccherini) • Mazurka (Wieniawski) • Rêverie (Vieuxtemps) • Romance (Wieniawski) • Serenade (Schubert) • Serenade (Haydn) • Serenata (Moszkowski) • Wiegenlied (Brahms) • The Swan (Saint-Saëns) • Träume (Wagner) • Walthers Prize Song (Wagner).

50500510 ....................................................................................$12.99

Visit www.halleonard.com for complete contents lists and selected audio files of recorded selections.

Enter the 8 digit publication number in the “Search” field.
CLASSICAL PIECES

for Violin & Piano
compiled & edited by
Gunter Van Rompaey
De Haske Publications

Classical Pieces contains wonderful works by well-known composers such as George Philipp Telemann, Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, Franz Schubert, and Edvard Grieg – intended as additional repertoire to complement volumes 1 and 2 of the method Play the Violin! (HL44006965 and HL44007161). The piano accompaniments are provided in the book and the CD includes demo and play-along versions of all the pieces.

44007357 Book/CD Pack .................................................................$14.95

CLASSICS FOR WEDDINGS

with a CD of performances and accompaniments

Fentone Music

44006675 Book/CD Pack .................................................................$15.95

FRENCH VIOLIN CONCERTANTE WORKS

(Oeuvres Concertantes Françaises pour Violon)

Durand


50564743 .................................................................$26.95

FRENCH VIOLIN SONATAS – VOLUME 1

Durand

Sonatas by Debussy, Roussel, Aubert, Ravel, and others.

50564779 .................................................................$27.50

FRENCH VIOLIN SONATAS – VOLUME 2

Editions Durand

Sonatas from “Le Six” composers: Milhaud, Honegger, Tailleferre, and Poulenc.

50564863 .................................................................$29.95

The Orchestra Musician’s CD-ROM Library is a compilation of printed violin parts of orchestral masterworks by the music world’s most celebrated composers. It’s simple. Use the CD-ROM drive in your PC or Mac to view or print clear letter-sized copies. The Orchestra Musician’s CD-ROM Library installs easily and quickly. Adobe Acrobat Reader technology is utilized (free download included on each CD), so no special access codes or software are required. Go to www.orchmusiclibrary.com for a complete listing of all volumes.

VOLUME 1:
BEETHOVEN, SCHUBERT AND MORE

00220078 CD-ROM .................................................................$19.95

VOLUME 2:
DEBUSSY, MAHLER AND MORE

00220090 CD-ROM .................................................................$19.95

VOLUME 3:
BRAHMS, SCHUMANN AND MORE

00220107 CD-ROM .................................................................$19.95

VOLUME 4:
TCHAIKOVSKY AND MORE

00220123 CD-ROM .................................................................$19.95

VOLUME 5:
DVORák, RIMSKY-KORSAKOV AND MORE

00220136 CD-ROM .................................................................$19.95

VOLUME 6:
MOZART AND HAYDN

00220157 CD-ROM .................................................................$19.95

VOLUME 7:
RAVEL, ELGAR AND MORE

00220177 CD-ROM .................................................................$19.95

VOLUME 8:
STRAVINSKY, BARTÓK AND MORE

00220204 CD-ROM .................................................................$19.95

VOLUME 9:
STRAUSS, SIBELIUS AND MORE

00220222 CD-ROM .................................................................$19.95

VOLUME 10:
BACH, HANDEL AND MORE

00220236 CD-ROM .................................................................$19.95
### Violin – Classical Collections / Classical by Composer

#### THE ORCHESTRAL VIOLINIST

Compiled and edited by Rodney Friend

**Boosey & Hawkes**

Difficult violin passages for the aspiring orchestral player, with unique color-coding that shows the suggested fingerings, bowings and commentary, demonstration articulation, phrasing and technique. Book 1 includes 27 excerpts; Book 2 includes 26 excerpts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>48019252</td>
<td>Book 1</td>
<td>$38.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48019253</td>
<td>Book 2</td>
<td>$38.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### SAMUEL DUSHKIN REPERTOIRE

The Best Pieces for Violin and Piano

**Schott**

Samuel Dushkin (1891-1976) was a Polish-American violinist who collaborated with Stravinsky in the 1930s. This collection includes 12 Dushkin arrangements of works by Gershwin, Mussorgsky, Reger, Stravinsky, and others.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>49017571</td>
<td></td>
<td>$22.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### SOLOS FOR THE VIOLIN PLAYER

Edited by Josef Gingold

**G. Schirmer, Inc.**

Classical violin solos, edited by the noted violinist and teacher Josef Gingold. Contents: Abendlied (Schumann) • Adagio (Sinding) • Album Leaf, Op. 12 (Grieg) • Allegro spiritoso (Senaille) • Allegro (Schubert) • Aria (Prokofiev) • The Bells (Rebel) • Berceuse (Faure) • Hungarian Dance No. 2 (Brahms) • Rondo in D (Mozart) • Siciliano (Bach)

- Sonata No. 12 (Paganini)
- Tambourin (Mondonville)
- Valse Scherzo No. 2 (Tchaikovsky)
- Waltz (Grieg).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50329870</td>
<td></td>
<td>$16.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### VIOLIN CLASSICS

**G. Schirmer, Inc.**

Compilations of violin literature in Schirmer’s Library of Musical Classics appropriate for students, arranged by difficulty level.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50486512</td>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>$16.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50486513</td>
<td>Intermediate to Advanced</td>
<td>$16.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50486514</td>
<td>Advanced</td>
<td>$16.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Classical Violin by Composer

**Highlights**

#### JEAN-BAPTISTE ACCOLAY:

**CONCERTO NO. 1 IN A MINOR**

**for Violin & Piano Reduction**

**G. Schirmer, Inc.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50256870</td>
<td></td>
<td>$8.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### JOHANN SEBASTIAN BACH:

**SONATAS AND PARTITAS**

**for Violin Solo**

**G. Schirmer, Inc.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50253550</td>
<td></td>
<td>$8.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### JOHANN SEBASTIAN BACH:

**CONCERTO NO. 1 IN A MINOR**

**for Violin & Piano Reduction**

**G. Schirmer, Inc.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50258980</td>
<td></td>
<td>$7.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### JOHANN SEBASTIAN BACH:

**CONCERTO NO. 2 IN E MAJOR**

**for Violin & Piano Reduction**

**G. Schirmer, Inc.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50257860</td>
<td></td>
<td>$7.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### JOHANN SEBASTIAN BACH:

**VIOLIN CONCERTOS**

**for Violin & Piano**

**G. Schirmer, Inc.**

A collection of the three concertos for the violin: Includes the A Major Concerto, BWV 1041; E Major Concerto, BWV 1042; Concerto for Two Violins in D minor, BWV 1043.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50486769</td>
<td></td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### SAMUEL BARBER:

**CONCERTO, OP. 14**

**for Violin & Piano Reduction**

**G. Schirmer, Inc.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50337010</td>
<td></td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### BÉLA BARTÓK:

**ROUMANIAN FOLK DANCES**

**for Violin & Piano**

**transcribed by Zoltán Székely**

**Boosey & Hawkes**

A collection of seven dances for the intermediate to advanced level violinist, these are perfect solos for recitals or contests. Contains: Jocul cu Bata • Brad • Pe Loc • Buciumeana • Poarca • Romanesc • Manuntele.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>48002954</td>
<td></td>
<td>$10.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Order from any music retailer or visit halleonard.com.
LEONARD BERNSTEIN:
SUITE FROM WEST SIDE STORY
for Violin and Piano
arranged by Raimundo Penaforte
Leonard Bernstein Music Publishing Co.

This suite for violin and piano features Raimundo Penaforte’s elaborate concert arrangements for advanced players of “I Feel Pretty,” “Somewhere” and “America.”

50253660 $8.95

MAX BRUCH: CONCERTO IN G MINOR, OP. 26
for Violin & Piano Reduction
G. Schirmer, Inc.

50253520 $8.95

AARON COPLAND: THE COPLAND VIOLIN COLLECTION
for Violin & Piano
Boosey & Hawkes

Release Date: November 2009
13 pieces for violin and piano, including: Duo • Hoe-Down from Rodeo • Sonata • Ukelele Serenade • Ching-a-Ring Chaw from Old American Songs (new violin/piano arrangement) • Simple Gifts from Appalachian Spring (excerpted from Suite from Appalachian Spring) • and more.

48019947 $22.99

AARON COPLAND: HOE DOWN from Rodeo
Arranged for Violin and Piano
Boosey & Hawkes

This arrangement of Copland’s most popular music brings out the “fiddle-tune” spirit of the music, while retaining the energy of the orchestra version.

48002955 $12.95

AARON COPLAND: SUITE FROM APPALACHIAN SPRING
in six movements
for Violin & Piano
transcribed by Bryan Stanley
Boosey & Hawkes
Copland’s famous ballet suite has never been published in a solo violin and piano transcription. This new version is idiomatic for the violin, retaining all the music from the standard 1945 orchestra suite.

48019557 $16.95

LUDWIG VAN BEETHOVEN:
2 ROMANCES, OP. 40 AND 50
for Violin & Piano Reduction
G. Schirmer, Inc.

These pieces are often performed as high school state contest solos. The Romance in G Major is an excellent piece for double-stop technique, while the Romance in F Major helps develop beauty of tone in the upper positions.

50256340 $8.95

JOHN CORIGLIANO: CONCERTO FOR VIOLIN AND ORCHESTRA (“THE RED VIOLIN”)
for Violin & Piano Reduction
G. Schirmer, Inc.

John Corigliano’s Concerto for Violin and Orchestra (“The Red Violin”) draws upon music he composed for the film of the same name, which won an Academy Award for Best film score. The story spans three centuries in the life of a magnificent but haunted violin in its travels through space and time. Corigliano composed this 36-minute concerto in memory of his father, the former concertmaster of the New York Philharmonic.

50485676 $24.95

JOHN CORIGLIANO: THE RED VIOLIN
Chaconne for Violin and Orchestra
for Violin & Piano Reduction
G. Schirmer, Inc.

Corigliano composed this 17-minute concert work for violin and full orchestra as he scored the film.

50483941 $19.95

JOHN CORIGLIANO: THE RED VIOLIN CAPRICES
for Solo Violin
G. Schirmer, Inc.

The Red Violin Caprices (unaccompanied violin) are derived from John Corigliano’s music for The Red Violin, which received the 1999 Academy Award for Best Original Score. The Caprices were composed especially for Joshua Bell. Duration: ca. 10 minutes.

50483486 $9.95

CHARLES DANCLA:
6 AIRS VARIÉS, OP. 89
for Violin & Piano
G. Schirmer, Inc.

50256340 $8.95

MICHAIL DAUGHERTY:
FIRE AND BLOOD
Violin & Piano Reduction
Boosey & Hawkes

Fire and Blood (2003) is a concerto for violin and orchestra inspired by the Diego Rivera mural “Detroit Industry.” This mural, a detail of which appears on the cover of this publication, was commissioned by Ford in 1932 to represent the automobile industry of Detroit. 23 minutes.

48019952 $24.99

CHARLES DE BERIOT:
CONCERTO NO. 9 IN A MINOR, OP. 104
for Violin & Piano Reduction
G. Schirmer, Inc.

50256310 $10.95

Visit www.halleonard.com for complete contents lists and selected audio files of recorded selections. Enter the 8 digit publication number in the “Search” field.
CHARLES DE BERIOT: SCÈNE DE BALLET, OP. 100 for Violin & Piano Reduction
G. Schirmer, Inc.
50235990 ................................................................. $7.95

CLAude DEBUSSY: SONATE for Violin & Piano
Durand
50560529 ................................................................. $22.95

CariL DITTERS von DITTERSdORF: CONCERTO IN C MAJOR for Violin & Piano Reduction
edited by Walter Lebermann
Schott
In 1766 Dittersdorf wrote the Violin Concerto in C Major while serving as leader of a music band in Grosswardein, a post he had accepted in succession to Michael Haydn. The solo part was probably played by the composer himself at the first performance. The concerto is a work that is fun to play: A pleasant, particularly concertante Allegro moderato is followed by a playful cantabile Andante and a Presto as a virtuoso finale.
49017576 ................................................................. $15.95

GAriEL FAURÉ: BERCEUSE IN D MAJOR OP. 16 for Violin & Piano
edited by Maria Egelhof
Schott
Not much is known about the origin of the Berceuse Op. 16 composed in 1878 or 1879 although it surely is one of the most famous works by Gabriel Fauré (1845-1924). Later, Fauré even arranged the work for orchestra. This little masterpiece, full of charm and tenderness, has been re-edited by the renowned violin teacher Maria Egelhof, professor at the Lübeck Academy of Music.
49016848 ................................................................. $12.95

HENRYK MIKOLAJ GÓRECKI: DLA JASIUNIA, OP. 79 Three Little Pieces for Violin and Piano, Op. 79
Boosey & Hawkes
The title of this 2003 composition for lower intermediate players is an affectionate dedication to the composer’s young grandson, the name being rendered with a double diminutive in the original Polish.
48019786 ................................................................. $14.95

GEORGE FRIDERIC HANDEL: SIX SONATAS for Violin & Piano
G. Schirmer, Inc.
50259960 ................................................................. $10.95

FRANZ JOSEPH HAYDN: CONCERTO IN G MAJOR, HOB. VIa:4 for Violin & Piano Reduction
Editio Musica Budapest
Haydn’s G Major violin concerto is his most accessible work for student violinists. In three movements, with piano reduction.
50510878 ................................................................. $20.95

PAUL HINDEMITH: PRAELUDIUM for Solo Violin
edited by Michael Kube
Schott
Hindemith dedicated this 46-bar “Prelude for violin solo” to violinist and musical patron Thorwald Nielsen (1891-1965) who had lost the ability to play.
49017575 ................................................................. $9.95

ARThUR HONEGGER: VIOLIN WORKS (Oeuvres pour violon)
Salabert
Honegger’s complete published violin pieces are collected in this volume: Sonate No. 1, Sonate No. 2, Arioso, Morceau de concours. With editorial notes and articles.
50564746 ................................................................. $27.95

SCOTT JOPLIN: 3 RAGTIMES for Violin & Piano
arranged by Itzhak Perlman
G. Schirmer, Inc.
Six classic rags arranged for violin and piano by the legendary violinist, Itzhak Perlman. Includes: Bethena, Ragtime Waltz • The Easy Winners • Elite Syncopations • The Entertainer • The Ragtime Dance • The Strenuous Life.
50333320 ................................................................. $14.95

ARAM KHACHATURIAN: SABRE DANCE from the Ballet Gayaneh transcribed for Violin and Piano by Jascha Heifetz Sikorski
This thrilling 20th century classic, that blazes ahead with amazing speed, was transcribed by the great American violinist Jascha Heifetz. This transcription is a challenging showpiece.
50485183 ................................................................. $13.95

ERICH WOLFGANG KORNGOLD: CONCERTO IN D, OP. 35
Schott
Korngold, best-known for his dynamic film scores composed in the 1930s and 40s, wrote this lyrical violin concerto in 1945.
49006575 ................................................................. $27.95
The Ricordi Soloists in Concert Series

Imagine what it would cost to hire an orchestra to accompany you, whenever you like! Each of the volumes in this series are now available with full orchestra accompaniment in the Ricordi Soloist in Concert series. The CD also includes a full performance of the featured concerto. The book includes parts for solo violin and piano reduction.

Felix Mendelssohn: Concerto in E Minor, Op. 64

for Violin and Orchestra

Ricordi

50485562 Book/CD Pack $29.95

Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart: Concerto No. 5 in A Major, K. 219

for Violin and Orchestra

Ricordi

50485563 Book/CD Pack $29.95

Antonio Vivaldi: The Four Seasons

Critical Edition

for Violin and Orchestra

Ricordi

Spring

50485231 Book/CD Pack $24.95

Summer

50485232 Book/CD Pack $24.95

Autumn

50485233 Book/CD Pack $24.95

Winter

50485234 Book/CD Pack $24.95

Édouard Lalo: Symphonie Espagnole, Op. 21

for Violin & Piano Reduction

G. Schirmer, Inc.

50258210 $12.95

Pietro Antonio Locatelli: 12 Sonatas, Op. 6

for Violin and Basso Continuo

edited by Barbara Scio

Schott

Born in 1695, Locatelli was an Italian composer and virtuoso violinist. His Op. 6 has been an important contribution to the violin repertoire since its publication in Amsterdam in 1737. Advanced level.

49017029 Volume 1, Nos. 1-6 $38.95

49017061 Volume 2, Nos. 7-12 $38.67

Olivier Messiaen: Fantaisie

for Violin & Piano

Durand

The first printed edition of this early Messiaen work, composed in 1933 when the composer was 25 years old.

50564803 $17.95

Vittorio Monti: Czardas

for Violin & Piano

Edition Musica Budapest

50510919 $12.95

Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart: Violin Concertos Nos. 3, 4, 5

for Violin & Piano Reduction

G. Schirmer, Inc.

This convenient publication in Schirmer’s Library of Musical Classics collects Mozart’s most often-played violin concertos in one affordable volume. Additional cadenzas by Joseph Joachim are included for Concertos 4 and 5.

50485871 $19.95

Also available:

Concerto No. 3 in G Major, K. 216

G. Schirmer, Inc.

50260250 $8.95

Concerto No. 4 in D Major, K. 218

G. Schirmer, Inc.

50256820 $12.95

Concerto No. 5 in A Major, K. 219

G. Schirmer, Inc.

50258420 $9.95

Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart: Violin Concerto in G Major, K. 216

Classical Play-Along Volume 15

Hal Leonard

The Hal Leonard Classical Play-Along™ series will help you play great classical pieces. Listen to the full performance tracks to hear how the piece sounds with an orchestra, and then play along using the accompaniment tracks. The audio CD is playable on any CD player. For PC and Mac computer users, the CD is enhanced so you can adjust the recording to any tempo without changing pitch.

00842355 Book/CD Pack $12.99

Three of Mozart’s most often played sonatas, released as affordable individual editions.

Violin Sonata in G Major, K. 301

for Violin & Piano

G. Schirmer, Inc.

50486482 $7.95

Violin Sonata in E Minor, K. 304

for Violin & Piano

G. Schirmer, Inc.

50486483 $7.95

Violin Sonata in F Major, K. 376

for Violin & Piano

G. Schirmer, Inc.

50486484 $7.95
JOHANN SEBASTIAN BACH: “DOUBLE” CONCERTO IN D MINOR, BWV 1043
00400031 Book/CD Pack ...........................................$34.98

JOHANN SEBASTIAN BACH: VIOLIN CONCERTO
NO. 1 IN A MINOR, BWV1041; VIOLIN CONCERTO NO. 2
IN E MAJOR, BWV1042
00400032 Book/CD Pack ...........................................$34.98

LUDWIG VAN BEETHOVEN: 2 ROMANCES; SONATA IN F MAJOR,
OP. 24 (“SPRING”)
00400034 Book/CD Pack ...........................................$24.98

LUDWIG VAN BEETHOVEN: VIOLIN CONCERTO IN D MAJOR, OP. 61
00400035 Book/CD Pack ...........................................$34.98

MAX BRUCH: VIOLIN CONCERTO NO. 1
IN G MINOR, OP. 26
00400020 Book/CD Pack ...........................................$29.98

FELIX MENDELSSOHN: VIOLIN CONCERTO IN E MINOR, OP. 64
00400021 Book/2 CD Set ...........................................$34.98

WOLFGANG AMADEUS MOZART: VIOLIN CONCERTO NO. 3 IN G MAJOR,
KV216
00400040 Book/CD Pack ...........................................$34.98

WOLFGANG AMADEUS MOZART: VIOLIN CONCERTO NO. 5 IN A MAJOR,
KV219
00400033 Book/2 CD Set ...........................................$34.98

NICCOLO PAGANINI: CONCERTO NO. 1
IN D, OP. 6
00400041 Book/2 CD Set ...........................................$34.98

ANTONIO VIVALDI: THE FOUR SEASONS FOR VIOLIN AND ORCHESTRA
00400039 Book/2 CD Set ...........................................$34.98

HENRI WIENIAWSKI: CONCERTO NO. 1
IN F-SHARP MINOR, OP. 14
00400042 Book/2 CD Set ...........................................$34.98

MODEST MUSSORGSKY: AIR DE BORIS GODOUNOV
transcribed for violin and piano by Samuel Dushkin
edited by Wolfgang Birtel
Schott
Samuel Dushkin wrote several violin transcriptions
of then known and popular melodies, naturally taken
from works by his friend Stravinsky, but also by other
composers such as Bizet and Rachmaninoff, Gershwin
and Boccherini, and others. Dushkin formed a deeply
moving lament for violin and piano out of the monologue of self-doubting
Boris Godounov from the opera of the same name by Modest Mussorgsky.

49016858 ................................................................. $9.95

NICCOLÒ PAGANINI: 24 CAPRICES, OP. 1
for Solo Violin
edited by Harold Berkley
G. Schirmer, inc.

50260840 ................................................................. $8.95

ASTOR PIAZZOLLA: VUELVO AL SUR
10 tangos and other pieces
with a CD of performances and accompaniments
Boosey & Hawkes
10 magnificent tangos and other characteristic pieces
by the Argentinian master arranged for violin and
piano. In addition to recorded performances and
accompaniments on the CD, piano parts to these
pieces are available on the accompanying CD/
CD-ROM as high-quality PDF files. The CD-ROM is compatible with
both PC and Mac computers, as well as with most ordinary CD players.

48019801 Book/CD Pack ...........................................$22.95

FRANCIS POULENC: SONATE
for Violin & Piano
Durand

50562257 ................................................................. $34.95

SERGEI PROKOFIEV: CONCERTO NO. 2, OP. 63
for Violin & Piano Reduction
edited by F. H. Schneider
Boosey & Hawkes

48018818 ................................................................. $42.95

SERGEI PROKOFIEV: SONATA OP. 80, NO. 1
for Violin & Piano
Sikorski

50489624 ................................................................. $42.00

GIACOMO PUCCINI: PLAY PUCCINI
10 Arias Transcribed for Violin & Piano
Ricordi
Who needs a singer? With Play Puccini, violinists
can bathe themselves in luxurious Italian melody!
These ten opera arias are among the composer’s
most famous and distinctive achievements, here
transcribed for intermediate level solo violin
and piano. The book includes a biography of Puccini,
notes about the plot of each opera, and the dramatic context of the selected arias.
The companion CD features excellent performances, as well as piano
accompaniments for practice. Includes arias from: La bohème, La fanciulla
del West, Gianni Schicchi, Madame Butterfly, Manon Lescaut, Suor
Angelica, Tosca and Turandot.

50484652 Book/CD Pack ...........................................$16.95
MAURICE RAVEL: LE TOMBEAU DE COUPERIN for Violin & Piano
arranged by Matthew van Brink
Schott
Originally for piano, each of the six movements in this piece is dedicated to a friend who died in WWI. Arranged here for violin and piano. $26.95

MAURICE RAVEL: PAVANE POUR UNE INFANTE DÉFUNTE
arranged for violin and piano by Wolfgang Birtel
Schott
$5.95

MAURICE RAVEL: SONATE for Violin & Piano
Durand
$22.95

MAURICE RAVEL: TZIGANE for Violin & Piano Reduction
Durand
$22.95

OSKAR RIEDING: CONCERTO IN G MAJOR, OP. 24
for Violin & Piano
edited by Herbert Scherz
De Haske Publications
This edition features a full performance recording as well as three separate speeds of accompaniment tracks for rehearsal.
$19.95

CAMILLE SAINT-SAËNS: INTRODUCTION ET RONDO CAPRICCioso, OP. 28
for Violin & Piano
arranged by Georges Bizet
Editions Durand
$14.95

FRANZ SCHUBERT: VIENNESE DANCES
for Violin & Piano
edited by Adolf Hoffmann
Schott
Twelve waltzes, ten German dances, and eight landler by Franz Schubert are contained in this popular and, for decades, established collection.
$11.95

FRIEDRICH SEITZ: PUPIL’S CONCERTOS NOS. 1-5, COMPLETE for Violin & Piano
G. Schirmer, Inc.
All five of the Seitz Pupil’s Concertos are collected in one volume for the first time. A new volume in Schirmer’s Library of Musical Classics.
$17.95

BRIGHT SHENG: A NIGHT AT THE CHINESE OPERA
for Violin & Piano
G. Schirmer, Inc.
Based on the instrumental interlude of the well-known Peking Opera, Farewell My Concubine. ca. 10 minutes.
$19.95

BRIGHT SHENG: THREE FANTASIES for Violin & Piano
G. Schirmer, Inc.
Three fantasy movements which draw on uniquely different inspirations. ca. 15 minutes.
$19.95
VIOLIN – CLASSICAL BY COMPOSER

DMITRI SHOSTAKOVICH: 24 PRELUDES, OP. 34 for Violin & Piano arranged by Dmitri Ziganov and Lera Auerbach Sikorski
19 of the 24 piano preludes of Op. 34 were transcribed for violin and piano by Dmitri Ziganov, longtime first violinist of the Beethoven String Quartet and a friend of the composer, in the 1930s. Shostakovich stated, “When I hear the transcriptions, I forget meanwhile that I actually composed the Preludes for piano. They sound so violinistic.” Auerbach completed the violin/piano arrangement of the remaining five preludes in 2000.

ANTONIO VIVALDI: THE FOUR SEASONS, COMPLETE for Violin & Piano Reduction edited by Rok Klopcic
This edition collects in one volume all four concertos that make up “The Four Seasons.”

RICHARD WAGNER: BRIDAL CHORUS FROM LOHENGRIN arranged for violin and piano by Wolfgang Birtel Schott

KURT WEILL: THE MAGIC NIGHT WALTZ FROM ZAUBERNACHT arranged for violin and piano by Meirion Bowen European American Music

EUGÈNE YSAŸE: 6 SONATAS, OP. 27 for Violin G. Schirmer, inc.

AUGUSTA READ THOMAS: RUSH solo violin G. Schirmer, Inc.
Composed for the American violinist Rachel Barton Pine, Rush is a virtuosic fanfare for the instrument.

Order from any music retailer or visit halleonard.com.

This is only a selection of violin publications available from Hal Leonard. For a complete listing, request our Hal Leonard Classical Catalog (see page 2).
BRAHMS, JOHANNES
SONATAS FOR PIANO AND VIOLIN
51480194 HN 194 ........................................... $41.95
VIOLIN CONCERTO IN D MAJOR, OP. 77
With Marked and Unmarked String Parts
51480818 HN 818 ........................................... $31.95

BRUCH, MAX
VIOLIN CONCERTO NO. 1 IN G MINOR, OP. 26
With Marked and Unmarked String Parts
51480708 HN 708 ........................................... $28.95

CHAUSSON, ERNEST
POEME FOR VIOLIN AND ORCHESTRA, OP. 25
With Marked and Unmarked String Parts
51480738 HN 738 ........................................... $13.95

DEBUSSY, CLAUDE
SONATA FOR VIOLIN AND PIANO IN G MINOR
With Marked and Unmarked String Parts
51480410 HN 410 ........................................... $24.95

DVORÁK, ANTONÍN
ROMANTIC PIECES FOR PIANO AND VIOLIN
OP. 75
With Marked and Unmarked String Parts
51480466 HN 466 ........................................... $15.95
SONATINA FOR PIANO AND VIOLIN
IN G MAJOR, OP. 100
51480413 HN 413 ........................................... $17.95

FRANCK, CÉSAR
SONATA FOR PIANO AND VIOLIN IN A MAJOR
51480293 HN 293 ........................................... $27.95

HÄNDEL, GEORG FRIEDRICH
SEVEN SONATAS FOR VIOLIN AND BASSO CONTINUO
With Marked and Unmarked String Parts
51480191 HN 191 ........................................... $38.95

HAYDN, JOSEPH
VIOLIN CONCERTO IN C MAJOR
Hob. Vila:1
51480446 HN 446 ........................................... $17.95
VIOLIN CONCERTO IN G MAJOR
Hob. Vila:4
51480448 HN 448 ........................................... $17.95

MENDELSSOHN BARTHOLODY, FELIX
VIOLIN CONCERTO IN E MINOR, OP. 64
51480720 HN 720 ........................................... $31.95
VIOLIN ETUDES AND METHODS

Highlights

CD Sheet Music™ is the revolutionary series of masterworks on CD- or DVD-ROM that transforms a PC or MAC computer into a virtual music library. Now you can quickly locate, view and print the great works of the classical repertoire, all at an incredible value.

**CD Sheet Music™**

0020546 CD-rom .......................................................................... $19.95

**VIOLIN METHODS AND STUDIES: THE ULTIMATE COLLECTION**

This is the largest violin study collection ever assembled. In addition to the original Bang Violin Method, it also includes Don't: Op. 35, 37 and 38; Hrimaly: Scale Studies; Kreutzer: 42 Studies; Mazas: 75 Studies; Sevcik: School of Violin Techniques, Op. 1 and Bowing Techniques, Op. 2; Sitt: 100 Studies; and Wohlfahrt: 60 Studies, Op. 60 Easy and Melodic Studies, Op. 74.

49016947 ..................................................................................... $29.95

**THE DOFLEIN METHOD**

by Elma Doflein and Erich Doflein

Schott

This often-taught course of violin instruction combines musical theory and practice in duet playing. In five volumes:

49005120 Volume 1: The Beginning ............................................ $12.95
49005121 Volume 2: Development of Technique ....................... $10.95
49005122 Volume 3: The 2nd & 3rd Positions ............................. $10.95
49005123 Volume 4: Further Technique in Bowing and Fingering $10.95
49005124 Volume 5: The Higher Positions (4th-10th) ............... $10.95

**JAKOB DON'T:**

TWENTY FOUR EXERCISES, OP. 37

G. Schirmer, Inc. ........................................................................... $5.95

**ELECTRIFY YOUR STRINGS**

by Mark Wood

Cherry Lane Music

A method book for improvising, modern string techniques, playing in a band, and also advice on all aspects of electric gear.

02500716 Book/CD Pack ....................................................... $19.95

**MERRICK HILDEBRANDT:**

TECHNIQUE OF THE BOW

Schott

Merrick Hildebrandt’s valuable manual for all violinists deals with all aspects of bowing technique, from the position of the bow and bowing, various types of bowing, to the specific bowing requirements in changing strings and positions.

49005120 Volume 1: The Beginning ............................................ $12.95
49005121 Volume 2: Development of Technique ....................... $10.95
49005122 Volume 3: The 2nd & 3rd Positions ............................. $10.95
49005123 Volume 4: Further Technique in Bowing and Fingering $10.95
49005124 Volume 5: The Higher Positions (4th-10th) ............... $10.95

**CHRISTIAN HOHMANN:**

PRACTICAL METHOD FOR THE VIOLIN

G. Schirmer, Inc.

In two books. Text in Spanish and English.

50326660 Book 1 ........................................................................ $7.95
50326670 Book 2 ........................................................................ $7.95

**JOHANN HRIMALY:**

SCALE STUDIES FOR THE VIOLIN

G. Schirmer, Inc.

50254330 ..................................................................................... $4.95

**HEINRICH ERNST KAYSER:**

36 ELEMENTARY & PROGRESSIVE STUDIES,

OP. 20 (COMPLETE)

G. Schirmer, Inc.

50254330 ..................................................................................... $7.95

The DVD offers even more features for student learning. In addition to the tools on the CD, the DVD gives each student a start-up video to learn the basics of the violin - just like a private lesson with a teacher! The DVD can also be used with a PC or Mac computer for additional features that do not appear on the CD:

- All play-along tracks - for the entire book (with tempo adjustment software)
- Additional, printable duet and trio music for any combination of instruments
- An Orchestra Music Listening Library

00868049 Book/CD/DVD Pack .................................................. $8.99

Also available:

**ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS 2000, BOOK 2**

Hal Leonard

00868057 Book/CD Pack ....................................................... $7.99
JOHN KEMBER: VIOLIN SIGHT-READING
Schott
These method books teach self-learning and recognition of rhythmic patterns through carefully graduated pieces in a range of styles. Includes teacher/student duets. The author collaborated with violin specialists for these volumes
49015607 Volume 1.............................................$12.95
49030516 Volume 2.............................................$16.95

NICOLAS LAOUREUX: PRACTICAL METHOD
G. Schirmer, Inc.
50326950 Part 1..................................................$8.95
50326960 Part 2..................................................$8.95

JACQUES-FÉRÉOL MAZAS: 75 MELODIOUS AND PROGRESSIVE STUDIES, OP. 36
G. Schirmer, Inc.
50255250 Book 1..................................................$6.95
50255260 Book 2..................................................$7.95

JACQUES-FÉRÉOL MAZAS: 40 SELECTED STUDIES, OP. 36
G. Schirmer, Inc.
50258300 Book 1..................................................$7.95

PLAY THE VIOLIN! – METHOD VOLUME 2
De Haske Publications
*Play the Violin* is a contemporary method which is ideal for use in individual or group teaching situations. With 24 structured lessons and two carefully composed CDs, each volume is an excellent guide for any violin pupil. Play the Violin stands out because of its clear instructions, intonation and echo exercises, rhythm exercises, assignments and games. Puzzles and interesting background information make the method extra attractive for pupils. Volume 2 introduces: third and fourth finger patterns, the third position, easy position shifts, major and minor scales and arpeggios, staccato, portato, basic spiccato, vibrato, syncopation, triplets, double stopping and much more. A separate piano accompaniment book is available turning the melodies in this method into exciting concert pieces.
44007161 Book/2CD Pack....................................$21.95
44007350 Piano Accompaniment Book/2CD Pack..............................$21.95

ENRICO POLO: 30 DOUBLE CHORD STUDIES
Ricordi
50011690.................................................................$9.95

FRIGYES SÁNDOR: VIOLIN TUTOR
Editio Musica Budapest
50510902 Volume 1.................................................$20.95
50510874 Volume 2.................................................$17.95
50510871 Volume 3.................................................$17.95
50510674 Volume 4A.................................................$17.95
50510656 Volume 4B.................................................$17.95
50510815 Volume 5.................................................$17.95

HENRI SCHRADIECK:
SCHOOL OF VIOLIN TECHNICS
G. Schirmer, Inc.
For unaccompanied violin in three volumes.
50255380 Book 1: Exercises for Promoting Dexterity $5.95
50255390 Book 2: Exercises in Double Stops .......................$5.95
50255400 Book 3: Exercises in Different Methods of Bowing ..........$5.95

OTAKAR ŠEVČÍK:
SHIFTING THE POSITION AND PREPARATORY SCALE STUDIES, OP. 8
G. Schirmer, Inc.
50256660.................................................................$7.95

OTAKAR ŠEVČÍK:
PREPARATORY EXERCISES IN DOUBLE-STOPPING, OP. 9
G. Schirmer, Inc.
50256670.................................................................$7.95

OTAKAR ŠEVČÍK:
SCHOOL OF BOWING TECHNICS, OP. 2
G. Schirmer, Inc.
50258100 Book 1..................................................$5.95

OTAKAR ŠEVČÍK:
SCHOOL OF VIOLIN TECHNICS, OP. 1
Book 1: Exercises in First Position
G. Schirmer, Inc.
50256620.................................................................$7.95

JOSEPHINE TROTT:
MELODIOUS DOUBLE STOPS COMPLETE BOOKS 1 AND 2
G. Schirmer, Inc.
The two volumes of Trotts’s widely used etudes are combined into one convenient, affordable volume. 50486486.................................................................$14.95

Also available:
MELODIOUS DOUBLE-STOP BOOK 1
G. Schirmer, Inc.
50327290.................................................................$7.95

MELODIOUS DOUBLE-STOP BOOK 2
G. Schirmer, Inc.
50327630.................................................................$8.95

Order from any music retailer or visit halleonard.com.
**HARVEY S. WHISTLER:**
**INTRODUCING THE POSITIONS**
*In Two Volumes*
Rubank Publications
For many violinists and teachers, Introducing the Positions is the standard first exercise book for studies beyond first position. Volume 1 addresses third and fifth position; Volume 2 contains exercises for second, fourth, and sixth positions.

- **04472550 Volume 1** ........................................ $5.95
- **04472560 Volume 2** ........................................ $5.95

Also available:
**DEVELOPING DOUBLE STOPS FOR VIOLIN**
Rubank Publications
- **04472590** ................................................ $6.95

**ELEMENTARY SCALES AND BOWINGS**
Rubank Publications
- **04473250** ................................................ $4.95

**FIRST ETUDE ALBUM**
*for Violin First Position*
Rubank Publications
- **04472530** ................................................ $4.95

**PREPARING FOR KREUTZER, VOL. 1**
Rubank Publications
- **04472570** ................................................ $7.95

**SCALES IN FIRST POSITION**
Rubank Publications
- **04472540** ................................................ $4.95

**FRANZ WOHLFAHRT:**
**60 STUDIES, OP. 45 COMPLETE**
Books 1 and 2 for Violin
G. Schirmer, Inc.
The Wohlfahrt Op. 45 Studies are a mainstay of violin study. Book 1 (50256580) and Book 2 (50256590) are bestsellers in the Schirmer Library. The entire set, Books 1 and 2 combined, is available in this new complete publication, value priced at only $7.95!

- **050485504** ................................................ $7.95

Also Available:
**50 EASY MELODIOS STUDIES, OP. 74**
G. Schirmer, Inc.
- **050256990 Book 1** ........................................ $5.95
- **050257000 Book 2** ........................................ $6.95

**EASIEST ELEMENTARY METHOD FOR BEGINNERS, OP. 38**
G. Schirmer, Inc.
- **050259000** ............................................... $10.95

---

**VIOLIN POPULAR AND FOLK MUSIC**

**Highlights**

**20 EASY TUNES FOR THE BEGINNING FIDDLER**
*Learn to Play Jam Session Favorites*
Taught by Jim Wood with Inge Wood
Homespun
In nearly three hours of play-along instruction, Jim Wood teaches new fiddlers everything they’ll need to play America’s best-loved tunes. With the help of his wife Inge on guitar, Jim gives beginners pointers on bowing, accurate noting, and details on playing in several keys. Tunes: Soldier’s Joy • Turkey in the Straw • Sally Goodin • Little Liza Jane • Buffalo Gals • Redwing • Sweet Hour of Prayer • and 13 more. LEVEL 1 • INCLUDES MUSIC • 180 MIN.

- **00642102 2 DVDs** .......................................... $39.95

**300 FIDDLE TUNES**
*NEW*
Centerstream Publications
This comprehensive collection of fabulous fiddle tunes includes reels, hornpipes, strathspeys, jigs, waltzes and slow airs.

- **00000235** ................................................ $12.95

**303 MORE FIDDLE TUNES**
*NEW*
compiled by Ron Middlebrook
Centerstream Publications
Rosin up your bow and get ready to fiddle! This collection features 90 reels, 90 jigs, 93 hornpipes, 15 clogs and 15 strathspeys, plus a fascinating article on the history of old-time fiddling contests, terrific photos, and a special section on Highland Dancing.

- **00001218** ................................................ $9.95

**AMERICAN STANDARDS**
*with a play-along CD*
Cherry Lane Music
12 songs: Bye Bye Blackbird • Come Dance with Me • Come Fly with Me • Fly Me to the Moon (In Other Words) • I’ll Be Seeing You • I’m Gonna Sit Right Down and Write Myself a Letter • I’ve Got the World on a String • It Will Have to Do Until the Real Thing Comes Along • Love and Marriage • My Kind of Town (Chicago Is) • Saturday Night (Is the Loneliest Night of the Week) • Take the “A” Train.

- **02501082 Book/CD Pack** .............................. $10.95

**ANDREW LLOYD WEBBER CLASSICS**
Hal Leonard
12 solos from Webber’s greatest shows complete with full band accompaniment on CD. Titles include: As If We Never Said Goodbye • Close Every Door • Don’t Cry for Me Argentina • Everything’s Alright • Go Go Go Joseph • Gus: the Theatre Cat • Love Changes Everything • The Music of the Night • Our Kind of Love • The Phantom of the Opera • Unexpected Song • Whistle Down the Wind.

- **00841833 Book/CD Pack** .............................. $14.95

---

Visit [www.halleonard.com](http://www.halleonard.com) for complete contents lists and selected audio files of recorded selections.

Enter the 8 digit publication number in the “Search” field.
THE BIG BOOK OF CHRISTMAS SONGS
Hal Leonard
Over 175 Christmas songs, including: Blue Christmas • The Chipmunk Song • Christmas Time Is Here • Frosty the Snow Man • Mele Kalikimaka • Santa Baby • Silent Night • and more.
00842149 Book/CD Pack .................................................. $14.95

BROADWAY’S BEST
Hal Leonard
15 Broadway favorites arranged for the violin, including: Always Look on the Bright Side of Life • Any Dream Will Do • Castle on a Cloud • I Whistle a Happy Tune • My Favorite Things • Where Is Love? • and more.
00841981 Book/CD Pack .................................................. $10.95

CHRISTMAS CAROLS
Hal Leonard
15 favorites: Deck the Hall • The First Noel • O Christmas Tree • We Three Kings of Orient Are • and more.
00842139 Book/CD Pack .................................................. $10.95

THE CHRISTOPHER NORTON CONCERT COLLECTION FOR VIOLIN
Boosey & Hawkes
15 original pieces for violin and piano.
48019851 Book/CD Pack .................................................. $24.95

CONTEMPORARY HITS
Hal Leonard
Play 15 of your pop favorites along with this great folio and full accompaniment CD. Songs include: Accidentally in Love • Calling All Angels • Don’t Tell Me • Everything • Fallen • The First Cut Is the Deepest • Here Without You • Hey Ya! • If I Ain't Got You • It’s My Life • 100 Years • Take My Breath Away (Love Theme) • This Love • White Flag • You Raise Me Up.
00841931 Book/CD Pack .................................................. $12.95

DISNEY MOVIE FAVORITES
Hal Leonard
Students will love playing these 16 songs from the Disney favorites Aladdin, Beauty and the Beast and The Little Mermaid. Songs include: Beauty and the Beast • Friend like Me • Kiss the Girl • Something There • Under the Sea • A Whole New World • and more.
00849910 Book/CD Pack .................................................. $6.95

DISNEY MOVIE HITS
Hal Leonard
Now solo violinists can play along with a dozen favorite songs from Disney blockbusters such as Beauty and the Beast, The Lion King, Monsters, Inc., Toy Story 2 and other beloved movies. These book/CD packs include: Beauty and the Beast • Belle • Circle of Life • Cruella De Vil • Go the Distance • God Help the Outcasts • Hakuna Matata • If I Didn’t Have You • Kiss the Girl • Prince Ali • When She Loved Me • A Whole New World.
00841446 Book/CD Pack .................................................. $12.95

DISNEY SOLOS
Hal Leonard
12 Disney favorites with a CD that lets you play along with a full band! Titles include: Be Our Guest • Can You Feel the Love Tonight • Colors of the Wind • Friend like Me • Let’s Get Together • Under the Sea • You’ve Got a Friend in Me • Zero to Hero • and more.
00841410 Book/CD Pack .................................................. $12.95

EASY DISNEY FAVORITES
Hal Leonard
A fantastic selection of 13 Disney favorites for solo instruments, including: Bibbidi-Bobbidi-Boo • Candle on the Water • Chim Chim Cher-ee • A Dream Is a Wish Your Heart Makes • It’s a Small World • Let’s Go Fly a Kite • Mickey Mouse March • A Spoonful of Sugar • Supercalifragilisticexpialidocious • Toyland March • Winnie the Pooh • The Work Song • Zip-A-Dee-Doo-Dah. The book features a play-along CD with a complete rhythm section accompaniment.
00841372 Book/CD Pack .................................................. $12.95

ENGLISH FIDDLE TUNES
Schott
99 Traditional Pieces for Violin arranged by Pete Cooper
These intermediate level arrangements include bowing and chord labels for improvising accompaniments. Includes jigs, reels, hornpipes, waltzes, polkas, schottisches and morris tunes. With a preface on the history of English fiddle playing and an explanation of style and bowing techniques.
49030473 Book/CD Pack .................................................. $19.95

ESSENTIAL SONGS
Hal Leonard
A huge, jam-packed collection of 130 rock, pop, Broadway, country and folk songs from the past and present.
00842277 Book/CD Pack .................................................. $14.95
**FIDDLE FOR THE ABSOLUTE BEGINNER**
*NEW*
Get Started the Right Way!
Taught by Jim Wood with Inge Wood
Homespun
This two-hour starter course takes the mystery out of fiddle playing for any new player. Fiddle champion Jim Wood shows proper posture and body alignment, how to hold the fiddle and bow, tune up, and start fingering notes. Includes a basic scale and beginner play-along versions of: Old Joe Clark • Cripple Creek • and Cotton-Eyed Joe. LEVEL 1 • INCLUDES MUSIC • 120 MIN.
00642098 DVD ...........................................................................................$24.95

**GOD BLESS AMERICA & OTHER STAR-SPANGLED SONGS**
Hal Leonard
15 patriotic favorites including: America, the Beautiful • Battle Hymn of the Republic • The Caissons Go Rolling Along • God Bless America • God Bless the U.S.A. • My Country, 'Tis of Thee (America) • The Star Spangled Banner • This Land Is Your Land • and more.
00842309 Book/CD Pack .............................................................................$10.99

**HANNAH MONTANA**
*NEW*
Hal Leonard
15 songs from the mega-hit Disney Channel show starring Miley Cyrus. Includes: The Best of Both Worlds • Bigger Than Us • Find Yourself in You • I Got Nerve • I Learned from You • Just like You • Life’s What You Make It • Nobody’s Perfect • Old Blue Jeans • One in a Million • The Other Side of Me • Pumpin’ up the Party • Rock Star • True Friend • We Got the Party.
00842321 Book/CD Pack .............................................................................$12.95

**HIGH SCHOOL MUSICAL**
Hal Leonard
Solo arrangements with CD accompaniment for 9 hits from the wildly popular Disney Channel original movie. Songs: Breaking Free • Getcha Head in the Game • I Can’t Take My Eyes Off of You • We’re All in This Together • What I’ve Been Looking For • and more.
00842128 Book/CD Pack .............................................................................$12.95

**HIGH SCHOOL MUSICAL 2**
Hal Leonard
10 favorite songs from the summer blockbuster. Includes: All for One • Fabulous • Gotta Go My Own Way • I Don’t Dance • What Time Is It • You Are the Music in Me • and more.
00842253 Book/CD Pack .............................................................................$12.95

**A KLEZMER ANTHOLOGY**
Tara Publications
A great collection of freylachs, waltzes, popular Klezmer and Yiddish selections culled from the KLEZMERANTIC series by S.W. Milstein. Instrumentation: String Quartet, Violin, Viola, Guitar, Bass and Bb transpositions.
00332834 ....................................................................................................$29.95

**LATIN THEMES**
*NEW*
Arrange by Max Charles Davies
Schott
12 vibrant themes with Latin flavor and spirit. Play along with these rhythmic melodies with CD backing tracks supplied by an authentic, live Latin band. The piano accompaniments are available as PDF files on the CD, ready for print-out. Pieces include: La Bamba • La Cucaracha • Habanera • Mexican Hat Dance • Volare • Wave • and more.
49017054 Book/CD Pack ..................................................................................$19.95

**LES MISÉRABLES**
Hal Leonard
Solo arrangements of 13 songs from the beloved Boublil and Schönberg musical, including: Bring Him Home • Castle on a Cloud • Do You Hear the People Sing • I Dreamed a Dream • On My Own • and more.
00842299 Book/CD Pack ..................................................................................$11.99

**MOVIE MUSIC**
Hal Leonard
15 hits from popular movie blockbusters of today, including: And All That Jazz • Come What May • I Am a Man of Constant Sorrow • I Believe I Can Fly • I Walk the Line • Seasons of Love • Theme from Spider Man • and more.
00842096 Book/CD Pack ..................................................................................$10.95

**MOVIE THEMES**
*NEW*
Arrange by Max Charles Davies
Schott
Play along with themes from classic films including “Casablanca,” “Shine,” “Dr Zhivago” and “Eyes Wide Shut.” Easy to intermediate arrangements of 12 movie themes, complete with CD containing full orchestral backing tracks and live instrumental performances. The CD also contains printable PDFs of the piano accompaniments.
49016997 Book/CD Pack ..................................................................................$19.95

**MOVIE & TV THEMES**
*NEW*
Hal Leonard
Play-Along Solos
Solo arrangements with CD accompaniment of 12 favorite themes: A Whole New World • Where Everybody Knows Your Name • Circle of Life • Theme from The Godfather • Love Is All Around • Love Story • Moon River • Theme from Schindler’s List • Theme from Star Trek® • Take My Breath Away • Up Where We Belong • You Must Love Me.
00841458 Book/CD Pack ..................................................................................$10.95

**THE PHANTOM OF THE OPERA**
Hal Leonard
Nine songs from the Andrew Lloyd Webber masterpiece: All I Ask of You • Angel of Music • Masquerade • The Music of the Night • The Phantom of the Opera • The Point of No Return • Prima Donna • Think of Me • Wishing You Were Somehow Here Again.
00850207 .........................................................................................................$6.95
PIRATES OF THE CARIBBEAN
Hal Leonard
16 pieces from the swashbuckling blockbuster, including: The Black Pearl • Davy Jones • He’s a Pirate • I’ve Got My Eye on You • Jack Sparrow • To the Pirate’s Cave! • Wheel of Fortune • and more.
00842190 Book/CD Pack $12.95

PLAY UP, GYPSY! (HÚZD RÁ CIGÁNY!)
60 Hungarian Songs for Violin and Piano
Editio Musica Budapest
50510753 Book/CD Pack $23.95

PRAISE SONGS
Hal Leonard
15 songs to play solo or along with the great accompaniment tracks on CD. Includes: Above All • Blessed Be the Lord God Almighty • God Will Make a Way • I Give You My Heart • Jesus, Name Above All Names • Mighty Is Our God • There Is None like You • Worthy Is the Lamb • You Are Good • and more.
00842180 Book/CD Pack $10.95

SCOTTISH FIDDLE TUNES
60 Traditional Pieces for Violin
arranged by Iain Fraser
Schott
60 Scottish tunes for solo violin, including slow airs, strathspeys, reels, and jigs. Includes detailed explanations of traditional playing styles, ornamentation, and bowing techniques, as well as notes on the history of the fiddle in Scotland. The CD features all tunes performed by Iain Fraser.
49030474 Book/CD Pack $24.95

THE SOUND OF MUSIC
Williamson Music
9 songs with CD accompaniment so violinists can play along with a real band. Songs include: Climb Ev’ry Mountain • Do-Re-Mi • Edelweiss • The Lonely Goatherd • Maria • My Favorite Things • Sixteen Going on Seventeen • So Long, Farewell • The Sound of Music.
00841589 Book/CD Pack $11.95

SPORTS ROCK
Hal Leonard
Jam to the songs they play in the stands at the big game! Includes 15 instrumental solos: Another One Bites the Dust • Crazy Train • Get down Tonight • Hot Hot Hot • Let’s Get It Started • Na Na Hey Hey Kiss Him Goodbye • Shout • Sirius • Start Me Up • The Way You Move • We Are Family • We Are the Champions • Welcome to the Jungle • Whip It • Who Let the Dogs Out.
00842333 Book/CD Pack $12.99

SWINGING BAROQUE PLAY-ALONG
arranged by Alexander L’Estrange
Schott
12 pieces from the Baroque era in easy swing arrangements. The companion CD includes demonstration and backing tracks. Highlights include: Adagio (Albinoni) • Canon (Pachelbel) • Hallelujah Chorus (Handel) • Toccata and Fugue in D Minor (Bach) • and more.
49016681 Book/CD Pack $22.95

SWINGING CLASSICAL PLAY-ALONG
12 Pieces from the Classical Era in Easy Swing Arrangements
arranged by Mark Armstrong
Schott
The companion CD includes demonstration and backing tracks. Highlights include: Fur Elise (Beethoven) • Dance of the Blessed Spirits (Gluck) • Second Movement, Symphony No. 94, Surprise (Haydn) • Eine kleine Nachtmusik (Mozart) • and more.
49016894 Book/CD Pack $19.95

SWINGING ROMANTIC PLAY-ALONG
12 Pieces from the Romantic Era in Easy Swing Arrangements
arranged by Mark Armstrong
Schott
The companion CD includes demonstration and backing tracks. Highlights include: Nocturne No. 11 (Chopin) • Clair de Lune (Debussy) • Pavane pour une infante défunte (Ravel) • Träumerei (Schumann) • Ride of the Valkyries (Wagner) • and more.
49016941 Book/CD Pack $22.95

SWING JAZZ VIOLIN WITH HOT-CLUB RHYTHM
18 Arrangements of Great Standards for Violin, Violin Trio, and String Quartet with 2 CDs of practice tracks and full band accompaniment
Jeremy Cohen and Dix Bruce
String Letter Publishing
Explore the world of jazz violin with one of America’s finest jazz and swing violinists, Jeremy Cohen. With this book/CD pack, violinists can: practice solos and improvising along with a recorded Hot-Club-style band • learn melodies and solos to 16 great jazz standards.
00331947 Book/2CD Pack $24.95

TUNE UP THE FIDDLE!
18th Century Pieces from Sweden for Violin, Piano, optional Cello
Schott
49015616 Book/CD Pack $19.95
Each volume has a CD of performances and accompaniment tracks, lyrics for sing-alongs, and chord labels for improvisation and accompaniments. The CD includes a CD-ROM feature that allows tempo adjustment without changing pitch.

**VOLUME 1. BLUEGRASS**
Foggy Mountain Breakdown • Gold Rush • John Hardy Was a Desperate Little Man • Orange Blossom Special • Panhandle Rag • Salty Dog Blues • Tennessee Waltz • You Don’t Know My Mind.
00842152 Book/CD Pack ........................................ $14.99

**VOLUME 2. POPULAR SONGS**
Classical Gas • Come On Eileen • The Devil Went Down to Georgia • Eleanor Rigby • Hurricane • Point of Know Return • Tradition.
00842153 Book/CD Pack ........................................ $14.99

**VOLUME 3. CLASSICAL**
Canon in D (Pachelbel) • Concerto No. 1 in A Minor, Movement 1 (J.S. Bach) • Eine Kleine Nachtmusik (“Serenade”), First Movement Excerpt (Mozart) • The Flight of the Bumble Bee (Rimsky-Korsakov) • Hungarian Dance No. 5 (Brahms) • Meditation (Massenet) • Romance in F (Beethoven) • Spring, First Movement (Vivaldi).
00842154 Book/CD Pack ........................................ $14.99

**VOLUME 4. CELTIC**
The Earl’s Chair • Flowers of Edinburgh • The Gold Ring • Harvest Home • Haste to the Wedding • Julia Delaney • Lord Mayo (Tiarna Mhaigheo) • Rights of Man.
00842155 Book/CD Pack ........................................ $14.99

**VOLUME 5. CHRISTMAS CAROLS**
Angels We Have Heard on High • Away in a Manger • Deck the Hall • The First Noel • Go, Tell It on the Mountain • Jingle Bells • Joy to the World • O Little Town of Bethlehem.
00842156 Book/CD Pack ........................................ $14.99

**VOLUME 6. HOLIDAY HITS**
Frosty the Snow Man • Here Comes Santa Claus (Right down Santa Claus Lane) • (There’s No Place Like) Home for the Holidays • Jingle-Bell Rock • Let It Snow! Let It Snow! • Merry Christmas, Darling • Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer • Silver Bells.
00842157 Book/CD Pack ........................................ $14.99

**VOLUME 7. JAZZ**
Ain’t Misbehavin’ • Honeysuckle Rose • Limehouse Blues • Makin’ Whoopee • Ol’ Man River • Pick Yourself Up • Speak Low • Tangerine.
00842196 Book/CD Pack ........................................ $14.99

**WORSHIP SOLOS**
Hal Leonard

These great book/CD packs let you play solo with full-band accompaniment tracks to 11 top worship songs. Includes: Ancient of Days • Come, Now Is the Time to Worship • Draw Me Close • Firm Foundation • I Could Sing of Your Love Forever • My Life Is in You, Lord • Open the Eyes of My Heart • The Potter’s Hand • Shout to the Lord • Shout to the North • We Fall Down.
00841844 Book/CD Pack ........................................ $12.95
EDWARD HUWS JONES: THE “FIDDLER SERIES”
Boosey & Hawkes
The Fiddler Playalong volumes include idiomatic arrangements that can be performed as solos, duets, trios and larger mixed ensembles. There are easy versions for beginners and an intermediate solo part for each tune, plus a choice of a piano accompaniment or a violin accompaniment (teacher’s part). The CDs include performances and backing tracks.

For the fiddle collections below, Edward Huws Jones’ innovative, educational performing editions are published in the following format:

“Violin Editions” include with an intermediate level principal melody, an easy violin part for beginners, and chord labels.

“Complete Editions” include all of the above, plus a choice of a piano accompaniment or a more advanced violin accompaniment (teacher’s part).

THE AMERICAN FIDDLER
Old-time, Bluegrass, Cajun and Texas Style fiddle tunes of the USA
48011780 Complete Edition .................. $29.95
48011781 Violin Edition .................... $15.95

THE CELTIC FIDDLER
Traditional Fiddle Tunes from England, Ireland & Scotland
48011162 Complete Edition ................. $27.95
48011162 Violin Edition ................... $14.95

THE CHRISTMAS FIDDLER
Traditional Fiddle Tunes from England, Ireland & Scotland
48011990 Complete Edition ................ $27.95
48011991 Violin Edition ................... $15.95

THE EARLY MUSIC FIDDLER
48012040 Complete Edition ................ $29.95
48012041 Violin Edition ................... $15.95

THE GREEK FIDDLER
48019806 Complete Edition ................ $29.95
48019805 Violin Edition ................... $16.95

THE GYPSY FIDDLER
48011958 Complete Edition ................ $27.95
48011959 Violin Edition ................... $14.95

JAZZ, BLUES & RAGTIME
48011516 Complete Edition ................ $27.95
48011517 Violin Edition ................... $15.95

JIGS, REELS & HORNPIPES
48011347 Complete Edition ................ $27.95
48011348 Violin Edition ................... $15.95

THE KLEZMER FIDDLER
Jewish Music of Celebration
48012031 Complete Edition ................ $27.95
48012032 Violin Edition ................... $15.95

THE LATIN-AMERICAN FIDDLER
48012247 Complete Edition ................ $29.95
48012248 Violin Edition ................... $15.95

SEVDAH
Traditional Music from Bosnia
48011751 Complete Edition ................ $16.95
48011752 Violin Edition ................... $7.95

THE TANGO FIDDLER
48019240 Complete Edition ................ $22.95
48019236 Violin Edition ................... $14.95

THE VIENNESE FIDDLER
48012097 Complete Edition ................ $29.95
48012098 Violin Edition ................... $15.95

Visit www.halleonard.com for complete contents lists and selected audio files of recorded selections.
Enter the 8 digit publication number in the “Search” field.
VIOLA – CLASSICAL COLLECTIONS

THE BOOSEY & HAWKES VIOLA ANTHOLOGY

for Viola & Piano
Boosey & Hawkes
14 pieces by 12 of Boosey & Hawkes most prominent composers. Includes works by Béla Bartók, Benjamin Britten, Aaron Copland, Dmitri Shostakovich, Igor Stravinsky, and others.

NEW
48019639 ..............................................................$24.99

FIRST SOLOS FOR THE VIOLA PLAYER

for Viola & Piano
G. Schirmer, Inc.
30 pieces in first position for viola, compiled and edited by Paul Doktor. Contents: Allegro (Haydn) • Allegro Giusto (Gluck) • Andantino (Haydn) • Aria (J.S. Bach) • The Ash Grove • Beautiful Dreamer (Foster) • Camptown Races (Foster) • Can't You Dance the Polka? • Choros (Gordon) • Come Where My Love Lies Dreaming (Foster) • The Dusky Night • Finale (Haydn) • Gavotte (Mozart) • Gavotte from Don Juan (Gluck) • Italian Song (Tchaikovsky) • March (Mozart) • March in D Major (J.S. Bach) • Menuet (Haydn) • Menuet I (Bach) • Menuet II (Bach) • Morning Prayer (Tchaikovsky) • Red River Valley • Old Rosin the Beau • Samba (Gordon) • Sicilienne (Gluck) • Streets of Laredo • Tambourin (Mozart) • Waltz (Tchaikovsky) • Ye Belles and Ye Flirts.

50331330  .....................................................................................................$12.95

SOLOS FOR THE VIOLA PLAYER

for Viola & Piano
G. Schirmer, Inc.
Ideal teaching pieces for the intermediate to early advanced violist, edited by Paul Doktor. Contents: Adagio (Schubert) • Allegretto (C.P.E. Bach) • Andante (Mozart) • Boston Fancy (Hornpipe) • German Dance (Dittersdorf) • I'm Just A-Goin' over Jordan • March (Beethoven) • Menuetto (Handel) • O Mensch bewein dein Sunde gross (J.S. Bach) • Romance (Mehul) • Shenandoah • Tambourin (d'Hervelois) • Theme and Variations (Mariano) • Verborgenheit (Wolf) • Von ewiger Liebe (Brahms) • Were You There?

50329260 ...............................................................$16.95

TIMELESS TREASURES FOR VIOLA AND PIANO

Easy/Intermediate
De Haske Publications
Timeless Treasures features thirteen easy musical gems in the first position for viola and piano – written by famous and less famous composers from the past centuries, including Brahms, Mozart, Martini, Handel, Schumann, and more. On the CD, there is a complete demo version of each piece, as well as a play-along version. The accompaniments are played in a musical way so skills that are necessary for playing together are featured.

44007152 Book/CD Pack .............................................$12.95

VOLUME 1: BEETHOVEN, SCHUBERT AND MORE

00220079 CD-ROM .................................................................$19.95

VOLUME 2: DEBUSSY, MAHLER AND MORE

00220091 CD-ROM .................................................................$19.95

VOLUME 3: BRAHMS, SCHUMANN AND MORE

00220108 CD-ROM .................................................................$19.95

VOLUME 4: TCHAIKOVSKY AND MORE

00220124 CD-ROM .................................................................$19.95

VOLUME 5: DVORÁK, RIMSKY-KORSAKOV AND MORE

00220137 CD-ROM .................................................................$19.95

VOLUME 6: MOZART AND HAYDN

00220158 CD-ROM .................................................................$19.95

VOLUME 7: RAVEL, ELGAR AND MORE

00220178 CD-ROM .................................................................$19.95

VOLUME 8: STRAVINSKY, BARTÓK AND MORE

00220205 CD-ROM .................................................................$19.95

VOLUME 9: STRAUSS, SIBELIUS AND MORE

00220223 CD-ROM .................................................................$19.95

VOLUME 10: BACH, HANDEL AND MORE

00220237 CD-ROM .................................................................$19.95

The Orchestra Musician’s CD-ROM Library™

The Orchestra Musician’s CD-ROM Library is a compilation of printed viola parts of orchestral masterworks by the music world’s most celebrated composers. It’s simple. Use the CD-ROM drive in your PC or Mac to view or print clear letter-sized copies. The Orchestra Musician’s CD-ROM Library installs easily and quickly. Adobe Acrobat Reader technology is utilized (free download included on each CD), so no special access codes or software are required. Go to www.orchmusiclibrary.com for a complete listing of all volumes.
CLASSICAL VIOLA BY COMPOSER

Highlights

JOHANN SEBASTIAN BACH: 6 SUITES
edited by Samuel Lifschey
G. Schirmer, Inc.
Originally for solo cello, transcribed for solo viola.
50260140 .....................................................................................................$12.95

JOHANN SEBASTIAN BACH: 6 SUITES
edited by Louis Svecenski
G. Schirmer, Inc.
50258440 ...................................................................................................$9.95

JOHANN SEBASTIAN BACH: 6 SUITES
edited by Bruno Giuranna
Ricordi
50092640 ...................................................................................................$14.95

JOHANN SEBASTIAN BACH: 6 SUITES
edited by Franz Schmidtner
Sikorski
50148560 ...................................................................................................$24.00

JOHANN CHRISTIAN BACH: CONCERTO IN C MINOR
for Viola & Piano Reduction
edited by Henri Casadesus
Salabert
50407910 ...................................................................................................$14.95

BÉLA BARTÓK: VIOLA CONCERTO, OP. POSTH.
for Viola & Piano Reduction
transcribed for viola and piano by Wolfgang Birtel
Schott
49016794 ...................................................................................................$5.95

BÉLA BARTÓK: VIOLA CONCERTO, OP. POSTH.
for Viola and Piano Reduction
revised edition by Nelson Dellamaggiore and Peter Bartók
Boosey & Hawkes
48008750 ...................................................................................................$47.95

ERNEST BLOCH: MEDITATION AND PROCESSIONAL
for Viola & Piano Reduction
G. Schirmer, Inc.
50286260 ...................................................................................................$9.95

ERNEST BLOCH: SUITE HÉBRAÏQUE
for Viola & Piano Reduction
G. Schirmer, Inc.
50286080 ...................................................................................................$14.95

FRANK BRIDGE: VIOLA SONATA
Transcription of the Cello Sonata
transcribed by Veronica Leigh Jacobs
Boosey & Hawkes
48019807 ...................................................................................................$40.00

JOHN CORIGLIANO: FANCY ON A BACH AIR
for Viola Solo
edited by Melia Watras
G. Schirmer, Inc.
This piece for unaccompanied viola solo transforms
the gentle arches of Bach’s theme into slowly soaring
arpeggi of almost unending phrase lengths. Originally
written for cello, it was premiered by Yo-Yo Ma in
Boston in 1997 in memory of Robert Goldberg. This
version for viola is edited by Melia Watras.
50486362 ...................................................................................................$3.95

ZDENĚK FIBIČ: POÈME
from the Idyll “At Twilight”
transcribed for viola and piano by Wolfgang Birtel
Schott
49016794 ...................................................................................................$5.95

GERALD FINZI: FIVE BAGATELLES
Transcription for Viola and piano
(originally for Clarinet)
transcribed by Veronica Leigh Jacobs
Boosey & Hawkes
48019785 ...................................................................................................$22.95

GEORGE FRIDERIC HANDEL: CONCERTO IN B MINOR
for Viola & Piano Reduction
edited by Henri Casadesus
Durand
50560211 ...................................................................................................$34.95

JOHN HARBISON: THE VIOLIST’S NOTEBOOK
Books I and II
Associated Music Publishers, Inc.
This notebook is an homage to the pedagogue
Bartolomeo Campanioli. Each etude is dedicated to
a well-known violist. 20 minutes.
50486372 ...................................................................................................$10.95

This is only a selection of viola publications available from Hal Leonard.
For a complete listing, request our Hal Leonard Classical Catalog (see page 2).
PAUL HINDEMITH:  
DER SCHWANENDREHER (1935-1936)  
After Old Folksongs  
for Viola & Piano Reduction  
Schott  
49003794 ..............................................................$29.95

SCOTT JOPLIN:  
3 RAGTIMES  
for Viola & Piano  
arranged by Wolfgang Birtel  
Schott  
This small selection of Joplin rags contains “The Entertainer,” “Easy Winners,” and “Rag-Time Dance.”  
49017544 ..............................................................$12.95

GIACOMO PUCCINI:  
PLAY PUCCINI  
10 Arias Transcribed for Viola & Piano  
Ricordi  
Who needs a singer? With Play Puccini, violists can bathe themselves in luxurious Italian melody! These ten opera arias are among the composer’s most famous and distinctive achievements, here transcribed for intermediate level solo viola and piano. The book includes a biography of Puccini, notes about the plot of each opera, and the dramatic context of the selected aria. The companion CD features excellent performances, as well as piano accompaniments for practice. Includes arias from: La bohème, La fanciulla del West, Gianni Schicchi, Madama Butterfly, Manon Lescaut, Suor Angelica, Tosca and Turandot.  
50484653 Book/CD Pack ..............................................................$16.95

MAURICE RAVEL:  
PAVANE POUR UNE INFANTE DÉFUNTE  
arranged for viola and piano by Wolfgang Birtel  
Schott  
49016881 ..............................................................$5.95

DMITRI SHOSTAKOVICH:  
SONATA FOR VIOLA AND PIANO, OP. 147  
G. Schirmer, Inc.  
50335600 ..............................................................$16.95

DMITRI SHOSTAKOVICH:  
VIOLA SONATA, OP. 40  
for Viola & Piano  
transcribed by Annette Bartholdy  
Boosey & Hawkes  
This is a new transcription for viola and piano by Annette Bartholdy of the Cello Sonata, Op. 40. It was recorded on the Naxos label by Bartholdy on viola and Julius Drake on piano.  
50485566 ..............................................................$46.95

JEAN SIBELIUS:  
RONDO  
Viola & Piano, First Edition  
Fennica Gehrman  
This is the only surviving work for viola and piano by Finnish master composer Jean Sibelius. Composed in 1893, the piece has remained unpublished until this first edition from the Finnish publisher Fennica Gehrman.  
48019085 ..............................................................$34.95

GEORG PHILIPP TELEMANN:  
VIOLA CONCERTO IN G MAJOR, TWV 51:G9  
Classical Play-Along Volume 8  
Hal Leonard  
The Hal Leonard Classical Play-Along™ series will help you play great classical pieces. Listen to the full performance tracks to hear how the piece sounds with an orchestra, and then play along using the accompaniment tracks. The audio CD is playable on any CD player. For PC and Mac computer users, the CD is enhanced so you can adjust the recording to any tempo without changing pitch.  
00842348 Book/CD Pack ..............................................................$12.99

GEORG PHILIPP TELEMANN:  
CONCERTO IN G MAJOR  
for Viola & Piano Reduction  
edited by William Primrose  
G. Schirmer, Inc.  
50481381 ..............................................................$12.95

AUGUSTA READ THOMAS:  
CHANT  
for Viola & Piano  
G. Schirmer, Inc.  
This piece was originally composed in 1989, with a new version created in 2002, commissioned by cellist Kate Dillingham and premiering in April 2002 at Merkin Concert Hall in New York City.  
50486112 ..............................................................$14.95

CHARLES TOURNEMIRE:  
SUITE EN TROIS PARTIES, OP. 11  
for Viola & Piano  
Max Eschig  
This large scale suite by Tournemire (1870-1939), composed in 1897, is published for the first time in this new edition, prepared from the only known autograph manuscript, preserved at the Bibliothèque nationale de France.  
50564749 ..............................................................$24.95

RICHARD WAGNER:  
BRIDAL CHORUS FROM LOHENGRIN  
for Viola & Piano  
arranged by Wolfgang Birtel  
Schott  
49016872 ..............................................................$5.95
HENLE URTEXT EDITIONS FOR VIOLA

HIGHLIGHTS ONLY

Henle editions are exclusively distributed in the U.S. by Hal Leonard. A complete brochure of all Henle publications for strings is available for download at www.halleonard.com/classical. You may also search www.henleusa.com.

**Viola Solo**

**REGER, MAX**

THREE SUITES FOR VIOLA SOLO OP. 131D
Suites g, D, e
51480468  HN 468..........................$15.95

**Hoffmeister,**

**FRANZ ANTON**

VIOLA CONCERTO IN D MAJOR
51480739  HN 739..........................$22.95

**Hummel,**

**JOHANN NEPOMUK**

POTPOURRI OP. 94 (“FANTASY”)
51480838  HN 838..........................$33.95

This playful Potpourri, composed for viola by Hummel in 1820, incorporates Mozart and Rossini opera themes.

**Bach,**

**JOHANN SEBASTIAN**

THREE GAMBA SONATAS
G, D, G BWV 1027-1029
Edition for Viola and Harpsichord
51480684  HN 684..........................$28.95

**Schubert,**

**FRANZ**

SONATA FOR PIANO AND ARPEGGIONE A MINOR, D 821 (OP. POST.)
Version for Viola
51480612  HN 612..........................$20.95

**Brahms,**

**JOHANNES**

SONATAS FOR PIANO AND CLARINET (OR VIOLA) OP. 120, 1 AND 2
Version for Viola
51480231  HN 231..........................$29.95

**Schumann,**

**ROBERT**

FAIRY-TALE PICTURES FOR VIOLA AND PIANO, OP. 113
51480632  HN 632..........................$20.95

**Bruch,**

**MAX**

ROMANCE FOR VIOLA AND ORCHESTRA IN F MAJOR, OP. 85
51480785  HN 785..........................$12.95

**Stamitz,**

**CARL**

CONCERTO FOR VIOLA AND ORCHESTRA NO. 1 IN D MAJOR
51480758  HN 758..........................$21.95

**Viola and Piano**

(including piano reductions)

**J.S. Bach**

**THREE GAMBA SONATAS**
G, D, G BWV 1027-1029
Edition for Viola and Harpsichord
51480684  HN 684..........................$28.95

**Hoffmeister,**

**FRANZ ANTON**

VIOLA CONCERTO IN D MAJOR
51480739  HN 739..........................$22.95

**Hummel,**

**JOHANN NEPOMUK**

POTPOURRI OP. 94 (“FANTASY”)
51480838  HN 838..........................$33.95

This playful Potpourri, composed for viola by Hummel in 1820, incorporates Mozart and Rossini opera themes.

**Schubert,**

**FRANZ**

SONATA FOR PIANO AND ARPEGGIONE A MINOR, D 821 (OP. POST.)
Version for Viola
51480612  HN 612..........................$20.95

**Brahms,**

**JOHANNES**

SONATAS FOR PIANO AND CLARINET (OR VIOLA) OP. 120, 1 AND 2
Version for Viola
51480231  HN 231..........................$29.95

**Schumann,**

**ROBERT**

FAIRY-TALE PICTURES FOR VIOLA AND PIANO, OP. 113
51480632  HN 632..........................$20.95

**Bruch,**

**MAX**

ROMANCE FOR VIOLA AND ORCHESTRA IN F MAJOR, OP. 85
51480785  HN 785..........................$12.95

**Stamitz,**

**CARL**

CONCERTO FOR VIOLA AND ORCHESTRA NO. 1 IN D MAJOR
51480758  HN 758..........................$21.95

G. Henle Verlag
VIOLA – ETUDES AND METHODS

VIOLA ETUDES AND METHODS

Highlights

**Essential Elements 2000, Book 1**
Hal Leonard

Frequently taught in the private studio as well as in beginning string classes in schools, Essential Elements 2000 is a comprehensive method for beginning violists. Included with the book is a CD and DVD. The CD covers the first 71 exercises. From the very beginning, students can model tone production and technique by listening to a professional orchestra. The CD can also be used as a CD-ROM with a PC or Mac computer to employ SmartMusic®, Finale® NotePad®, or Tempo Adjustment software for practice.

The DVD offers even more features for student learning. In addition to the tools on the CD, the DVD gives each student a start-up video to learn the basics of the viola – just like a private lesson with a teacher! The DVD can also be used with a PC or Mac computer for additional features that do not appear on the CD:

- All play-along tracks - for the entire book (with tempo adjustment software)
- Additional, printable duet and trio music (for any combination of instruments)
- An Orchestra Music Listening Library

00868050 Book/CD/DVD Pack .................................................................$8.99

Also available:

**Essential Elements 2000, Book 2**
Hal Leonard

00868058 Book/CD Pack.............................................................................$7.99

**Charles Dancla: 36 Melodious and Easy Studies, Op. 84**
edited and transcribed for viola by Julia Müller-Runte and Martin Müller-Runte
Schott

Charles Dancla (1817-1907) is considered to be the last great representative of the French Violin School. He knew, in a special way, how to implement the principle “no music without technique, no technique without music” in his teaching material. This is the case in his easy melodic studies which for the first time are available for viola. Each study is preceded by new or revised exercises which either deal with specific problems relating to the playing technique, or present the tonal material of the respective study in a condensed, playful form. Those who prefer Dancla’s somewhat easier original preliminary exercises will find them in the appendix.

49016121 ......................................................................................................$20.95

**Heinrich Kaysor: 36 Elementary and Progressive Studies**
G. Schirmer, Inc.

50262250 ...................................................................................................$7.95

**John Kember and Roger Smith: Viola Sight-Reading**
Schott

These method books teach self-learning and recognition of rhythmic patterns through carefully graduated pieces in a range of styles. Includes teacher/student duets. The authors collaborated with viola specialists for these volumes.

49016682 Volume 1 .....................................................................................$12.95

**Jacques Mazas: Etudes Speciales, Op. 36, Book 1**
G. Schirmer, Inc.

50262570 ....................................................................................................$9.95

**Leonard Mogill: Scale Studies**
G. Schirmer, Inc.

Based on Hrimley’s Scale Studies for violin.

50262330 ....................................................................................................$10.95

**Henri Schradieck: School of Violin Technics, Op. 1, Book 1**
G. Schirmer, Inc.

Transcribed for viola from the original violin exercises.

50261380 ....................................................................................................$6.95

**Josephine Trott: Melodious Double-Stop, Book 1**
transcribed for viola by Jane Daniel
G. Schirmer, Inc.

Trott’s Melodious Double-Stops Book 1 for Violin (5032790) has been a landmark string exercise book for decades, selling thousands of copies a year. Now the same exercises have been insightfully transcribed for viola.

50485187 ....................................................................................................$9.95

**Harvey S. Whistler: Introducing the Positions for Viola**
Rubank Publications

For many violists and teachers, Introducing the Positions is the standard first exercise book for studies beyond first position. Volume 1 addresses third and half position; Volume 2 contains exercises for second, fourth, and fifth positions.

04472790 Volume 1 .....................................................................................$7.95
04472800 Volume 2 .....................................................................................$7.95
VIOLA POPULAR AND FOLK MUSIC

Highlights

AMERICAN STANDARDS
with a play-along CD
Cherry Lane Music
Bye Bye Blackbird • Come Dance with Me • Come Fly with Me • Fly Me to the Moon • I’ll Be Seeing You • I’m Gonna Sit Right Down and Write Myself a Letter • I’ve Got the World on a String • It Will Have to Do Until the Real Thing Comes Along • Love and Marriage • My Kind of Town (Chicago Is) • Saturday Night (Is the Loneliest Night of the Week) • Take the “A” Train.

02501083 Book/CD Pack .................................................................$10.95

THE BIG BOOK OF CHRISTMAS SONGS
Hal Leonard
Over 175 Christmas songs, including: Blue Christmas • The Chipmunk Song • Christmas Time is Here • Frosty the Snow Man • Mele Kalikimaka • Santa Baby • Silent Night • and more!

00842150 Book/CD Pack .................................................................$14.95

CHRISTMAS CAROLS
Hal Leonard
15 favorites from the holidays, including: Deck the Hall • The First Noel • Good King Wenceslas • Hark! the Herald Angels Sing • It Came upon the Midnight Clear • O Christmas Tree • We Three Kings of Orient Are • and more.

00842140 Book/CD Pack .................................................................$10.95

DISNEY SOLOS
Hal Leonard
12 Disney favorites with a CD that lets you play along with a full band! Titles include: Be Our Guest • Can You Feel the Love Tonight • Colors of the Wind • Friend like Me • Let’s Get Together • Under the Sea • You’ve Got a Friend in Me • Zero to Hero • and more.

00841411 Book/CD Pack .................................................................$12.95

ESSENTIAL SONGS
Hal Leonard
A huge, jam-packed collection of 130 rock, pop, Broadway, country and folk songs from the past and present.

00842278 Book/CD Pack .................................................................$14.95

THE FIDDLER PLAYALONG VIOLA COLLECTION
selected and arranged by Edward Huws Jones
Boosey & Hawkes
21 pieces from around the world, creatively arranged for viola. The book contains piano accompaniments, as well as a second, easy viola part for beginners. The CD features accompaniment backing tracks, as well as full performances. Contents: Carolan’s Air • Red-Haired Boy • Makin Whoopies • The Flower of the Quenn • Staten Island • Mrs. McLeod’s Reel • A Hero’s Farewell • On the Balcony • Little Sadie • Blackberry Blossom • Pastime with Good Company • The Silver Leaves of the Poplar Tree • The Four Corners of My Handkerchief • We Three Kings of Orient Are • Il Est Né, le Divin Enfant • Russian March • Glwysen • Nyth y Gwew • Dance! Dance! • Quizas, Quizas, Quizas • La Cumparsita.

48019596 Book/CD Pack .................................................................$29.95

GOD BLESS AMERICA & OTHER STAR-SPANGLED SONGS
Hal Leonard
15 patriotic favorites featuring a CD with accompaniments. Songs include: America, the Beautiful • Battle Hymn of the Republic • The Caissons Go Rolling Along • God Bless America • God Bless the U.S.A. • My Country, ’Tis of Thee (America) • The Star Spangled Banner • This Land Is Your Land • and more.

00842313 Book/CD Pack .................................................................$10.99

HANNAH MONTANA
Hal Leonard
NEW
15 songs from the mega-hit Disney Channel show starring Miley Cyrus. Includes: The Best of Both Worlds • Bigger Than Us • Find Yourself in You • I Got Nerve • I Learned from You • Just Like You • Life’s What You Make It • Nobody’s Perfect • Old Blue Jeans • One in a Million • The Other Side of Me • Pumpin’ up the Party • Rock Star • True Friend • We Got the Party.

00842322 Book/CD Pack .................................................................$12.95

HIGH SCHOOL MUSICAL
Hal Leonard
Solo arrangements with CD accompaniment for 9 hits from the wildly popular Disney Channel original movie. Includes: Bop to the Top • Breaking Free • Get’cha Head in the Game • I Can’t Take My Eyes off of You • Start of Something New • Stick to the Status Quo • We’re All in This Together • What I’ve Been Looking For • When There Was Me and You.

00842129 Book/CD Pack .................................................................$10.95

HIGH SCHOOL MUSICAL 2
Hal Leonard
10 favorite songs from the summer blockbuster. Includes: All for One • Fabulous • Gotta Go My Own Way • I Don’t Dance • What Time Is It • You Are the Music in Me • and more.

00842254 Book/CD Pack .................................................................$12.95

Visit www.halleonard.com for complete contents lists and selected audio files of recorded selections.
Enter the 8 digit publication number in the “Search” field.
VIOLA – POPULAR AND FOLK MUSIC

LATIN THEMES – Popular and Folk Music
arranged by Max Charles Davies
Schott
12 vibrant themes with Latin flavor and spirit. Play along with these rhythmic melodies with CD backing tracks supplied by an authentic, live Latin band. The piano accompaniments are available as PDF files on the CD, ready for print-out. Pieces include: La Bamba • La Cucaracha • Habanera • Mexican Hat Dance • Volare • Wave • and more.

LES MISÉRABLES – Popular and Folk Music
with a CD of accompaniments
Hal Leonard
13 songs from the classic Boublil and Schönberg musical, including Bring Him Home • Castle on a Cloud • Do You Hear the People Sing • I Dreamed a Dream • On My Own, and more.

MORE VIOLA FUN – Popular and Folk Music
arranged by Nico Dezaire
De Haske Publications
More Viola Fun picks up where Viola Fun left off – with 15 easy viola pieces for the second year student. The lower string is not used and the fingering patterns – while still simple – are now combined. Several new rhythmic challenges are explored. The attractive accompaniments on the CD and the wonderful illustrations give this book extra appeal.

MOVIE MUSIC – Popular and Folk Music
Hal Leonard
15 hits from popular movie blockbusters of today, including: And All That Jazz • Come What May • I Am a Man of Constant Sorrow • I Believe I Can Fly • I Walk the Line • Seasons of Love • Theme from Spider Man • and more.

MOVIE THEMES – Popular and Folk Music
arranged by Max Charles Davies
Schott
Play along with themes from classic films including “Casablanca,” “Shine,” “Dr Zhivago” and “Eyes Wide Shut.” Easy to intermediate arrangements of 12 movie themes, complete with CD containing full orchestral backing tracks and live instrumental performances. The CD also contains printable PDFs of the piano accompaniments.

PIRATES OF THE CARIBBEAN – Popular and Folk Music
arranged by Max Charles Davies
Schott
16 pieces from this swashbuckling blockbuster arranged so solo violists can play along with great accompaniment tracks. Includes: The Black Pearl • Davy Jones • He’s a Pirate • I’ve Got My Eye on You • Jack Sparrow • To the Pirate’s Cavel • Wheel of Fortune • and more.

PIERRE BONNARD – Popular and Folk Music
arranged by Max Charles Davies
Schott
17 pieces from this classic French impressionist arranged so solo violists can play along with great accompaniment tracks. Includes: Bonnard’s Waltz • The Dream of a Beautiful Day • The Grey Seal • The Red Umbrella • and more.

PIRATES OF THE CARIBBEAN – Popular and Folk Music
arranged by Max Charles Davies
Schott
16 pieces from this swashbuckling blockbuster arranged so solo violists can play along with great accompaniment tracks. Includes: The Black Pearl • Davy Jones • He’s a Pirate • I’ve Got My Eye on You • Jack Sparrow • To the Pirate’s Cavel • Wheel of Fortune • and more.

ORDER FROM ANY MUSIC RETAILER OR VISIT HALLEONARD.COM.
Classical Cello Collections

Mixed Composer

Classical Cello Collections

Highlights

THE BOOSEY & HAWKES CELLO ANTHOLOGY
for Cello & Piano
Boosey & Hawkes
29 pieces by 20 of Boosey & Hawkes’ most prominent composers. Includes works by Béla Bartók, Leonard Bernstein, Benjamin Britten, Aaron Copland, Sergei Rachmaninoff, Ned Rorem, Igor Stravinsky, and others.
48019640 ..............................................................$24.99

CELLO CLASICS
16 Pieces by 14 Composers
for Cello & Piano
G. Schirmer, Inc.
Cello literature appropriate for the intermediate to advanced level player. A new volume in Schirmer’s Library of Musical Classics.
50486515 ..............................................................$16.95

CELLO AND PIANO
compiled & edited by Pejtsik Árpád
Editio Musica Budapest
The two volumes contain a broad selection from 200 years of cello music. Eight Baroque sonatas are included as well as works by Haydn, Mozart, Vivaldi, Beethoven, Tartini, Boccherini, Goltermann, Jenkinson, and Joplin.
50486824 Volume 1............................................$23.95
50486825 Volume 2............................................$23.95

CELLO MUSIC
BY FRENCH COMPOSERS
for Cello & Piano
G. Schirmer, Inc.
11 pieces for the intermediate to advanced cellist, with transcriptions and original music by well-known French composers. Contents: La Bandolino (Cusperin) • Two Old Dances (Marais) • La Milanese (d’Hervalois) • Chants Russes (Lalo) • Mélodie (Massenet) • Allegro Appassionata (Saint-Saëns) • Elegy (Fauré) • Papillon (Fauré) • Après un Rêve (Fauré) • Rêverie (Debussy) • Menuet (Debussy).
50262000 ..............................................................$14.95

THE ORCHESTRAL CELLIST
edited by Mats Lidström
Boosey & Hawkes
29 essential orchestral cello part excerpts for auditions with unique color-coding that shows suggested fingerings, bowings, and commentary.
48019908 ..............................................................$37.95

INTRODUCING THE G. SCHIRMER INSTRUMENTAL LIBRARY – THE CELLO COLLECTION

Easy to Intermediate Level
14 Pieces in First Position by 13 Composers
An ideal collection for a student performing in a contest or recital after 1 1/2 to 3 years of study. All of the pieces can be played comfortably in first position. Contents: March in G Major (J.S. Bach) • Minuet in C Major (J.S. Bach) • Minuet from String Quintet in E Major, Op. 11, No. 5 (Boccherini) • Waltz, Op. 39, No. 15 (Brahms) • Lydia (Fauré) • Solveig’s Song from Peer Gynt (Greig) • Siciliana (Handel) • Menuet (Haydn) • Jupiter Chorale from The Planets (Holst) • German Dance (“The Sleigh Ride”) (Mozart) • Barcarole from The Tales of Hoffmann (Offenbach) • To Music (Schubert) • The Two Grenadiers (Schumann) • Andante cantabile from Symphony No. 5 (Tchaikovsky). Cello recordings are by Joseph Johnson, principal cello for the Milwaukee Symphony Orchestra, and pianist Judit Jaimes.
50486133 Book/CD Pack ........................................$19.99

Intermediate Level
13 Pieces by 12 Composers
Attractive solo literature for the intermediate level student. Contents: Nina (Anonymous) • Bourrée I and II from Cello Sonata No. 3, BWV 1009 (J.S. Bach) • St. Ita’s Vision (Barber) • Rêverie (Debussy) • Sicilienne (Fauré) • The Blessed Spirits from Orfeo ed Euridice (Gluck) • Allegro from Violin Sonata in E Major, Op. 1, No. 12 (Handel) • Sonata No. 5 in C Major (Marcello) • Minuet from Divertimento No. 17, K. 334 (Mozart) • The Swan (Saint-Saëns) • Sonata No. 1 in D minor (Scarlatti) • Lento from Five Pieces in the Popular Style (Schumann) • Sonata No. 5 in E minor, RV. 40 (Vivaldi).
50486141 Book/2CD Pack ......................................$19.99

Intermediate to Advanced Level
8 Pieces by 8 Composers
Solos appropriate for advanced high school or college players, this collection presents staples of the standard cello literature. Contents: Suite for Unaccompanied Violoncello No. 1, BWV 1007 (J.S. Bach) • Adagio from Sonata for Violoncello and Piano, Op. 6 (Barber) • Sonata for Piano and Violoncello, Op. 5, No. 1 (Beethoven) • Allegro non troppo from Sonata for Violoncello and Piano, Op. 38 (Brahms) • Elégie (Fauré) • Gallery (Muczynski) • Gavotte in D Major, Op. 23, No. 2 (Froper) • Allegro appassionato, Op. 43 (Saint-Saëns).
50486149 Book/2CD Pack ......................................$19.99
CELLO - CLASSICAL COLLECTIONS

A revolutionary series of masterworks on CD-ROM that transforms a PC or Mac into a virtual music library. You can quickly locate, view, and print the great works of the classical repertoire, all at an incredible value.

**CELO MUSIC: THE ULTIMATE COLLECTION, PART I**
Baroque & Classical

Studies and repertoire at every level – from beginner to virtuoso – by Bach, Beethoven, Boccherini, Dottauer, Dupont (exercises for 1 and 2 cellos), Eccles, Handel, Haydn, Marais, Marcello, Mozart, Romberg, Schubert, and Vivaldi.

00220565 CD-ROM ...........................................$19.95

**CELO MUSIC: THE ULTIMATE COLLECTION, PART II**

Romantic & Early Modern


00220566 CD-ROM ...........................................$19.95

**SOLOS FOR THE CELLO PLAYER**

For Cello & Piano

compiled and edited by Otto Deri

G. Schirmer, Inc.

17 pieces appropriate for recital or contest use.

Contents: Allegro Maestoso (Handel) • Allegro Spiritoso (Senaille) • Andante (Beethoven) • Andante (Gluck) • Aria (Lotti) • Bourrée I (Bach) • Country Dance (Weber) • La Cinquantine (Marie) • Larghetto (Handel) • Lento (Schumann) • Lullaby (Brahms) • Menuet (Mozart) • Nina (Pergolesi) • Romance (Debussy) • Sicilienne (Fauré) • The Swan (Saint-Saëns) • Village Song (Popper).

50329300 ..............................................................$15.95

**REPERTOIRE ALBUM**

For Cello & Piano

Very easy/easy levels.

Editio Musica Budapest

50510910 ..............................................................$12.95

Visit [www.halleonard.com](http://www.halleonard.com) for complete contents lists and selected audio files of recorded selections.

Enter the 8 digit publication number in the “Search” field.
CLASSICAL CELLO BY COMPOSER

COVER

BÉLA BARTÓK: ROUMANIAN FOLK DANCES
for Cello & Piano
transcribed by Luigi Silva
Boosey & Hawkes
A collection of seven dances for the intermediate to advanced level cellist, these are perfect solos for recitals or contests.
48003042 ...........................................................................................................$19.95

LUDWIG VAN BEETHOVEN: FIVE SONATAS
for Cello & Piano
edited by János Starker
G. Schirmer, Inc.
50334080 ...........................................................................................................$24.95

LUIGI BOCCHERINI: CELLO CONCERTO IN B-FLAT MAJOR, G482
for Solo Cello
Hal Leonard
The Hal Leonard Classical Play-Along™ series will help you play great classical pieces. Listen to the full performance tracks to hear how the piece sounds with an orchestra, and then play along using the accompaniment tracks. The audio CD is playable on any CD player. For PC and Mac computer users, the CD is enhanced so you can adjust the recording to any tempo without changing pitch.
00842356 Book/CD Pack ...........................................................................$12.99

ELLIOTT CARTER: CELLO CONCERTO
for Cello & Piano reduction
Boosey & Hawkes
Premiered in 2001 by the Chicago Symphony Orchestra, Daniel Barenboim, conductor, Yo-Yo Ma, cello. 18 minutes.
48020703 ...........................................................................................................$24.99

ELLIOTT CARTER: FIGMENT NO. 2
Remembering Mr. Ives
for Solo Cello
Boosey & Hawkes
Composed for and first performed by Fred Sherry at Alice Tully Hall, New York, in 2001, and recorded by him on Bridge Records. 5 minutes. The music recalls fragments of Charles Ives’ Concord Sonata and Halloween.
48019131 ...........................................................................................................$9.95

JOHN CORIGLIANO: FANCY ON A BACH AIR
for Solo Cello
G. Schirmer, Inc.
This piece for unaccompanied cello solo transforms the gentle arches of Bach’s theme into slowly soaring arpeggios of almost unending phrase lengths. It was premiered by Yo-Yo Ma in Boston in 1997 in memory of Robert Goldberg.
50485981 ...........................................................................................................$3.95

CLAUSE DEBUSSY: SONATE
for Cello & Piano
Durand
50560443 ...........................................................................................................$19.95

MUSIC MINUS ONE

The original publisher of play-alongs, Music Minus One has been creating outstanding books with accompanying recordings for over 50 years: Everything from state festival pieces to the great classical masterworks, for all levels.

ANTONÍN DVOŘÁK: CELLO CONCERTO IN B MINOR, OP. 104
00400069 Book/2-CD Set ......................................................................................$34.98

EDWARD ELGAR: CELLO CONCERTO IN E MINOR, OP. 85
00400070 Book/2-CD Set ......................................................................................$34.98

SERGEI RACHMANINOFF: SONATA FOR CELLO AND PIANO, OP. 19
00400071 Book/CD Pack ........................................................................................$29.98

CLASSICAL BY COMPOSER – CELLO
DAVID DEL TREDICI: ‘CELLO ACROSTIC
for Solo Cello
Boosey & Hawkes
Final Alice is the fifth of six large works for soprano and orchestra based on Lewis Carroll’s Alice in Wonderland books. ‘Cello Acrostic is an arrangement of Acrostic Song, the lullaby-like concluding aria from Final Alice.
48020701 .............................................................. $9.99

MANUEL DE FALLA: SUITE POPULAIRES EXPANGNOLE
for Cello & Piano
Durand
50562416 ................................................................ $24.95

GABRIEL FAURÉ: SICILienne, OP. 78
for Cello & Piano
edited by Maria Kliegel
Schott
Fauré initially wrote the Sicilienne as incidental music to Molière’s Bourgeois gentilhomme for small-scale string orchestra. In 1898 he wrote an arrangement for cello and piano which enjoys great popularity and belongs to the standard Romantic cello repertoire.
This new edition contains fingerings and bowings by Maria Kliegel.
49016698 .............................................................. $10.95

ZDENĚK FIBICH: POÈME
from the Idyll “At Twilight”
arranged by Wolfgang Birtel
Schott
49016795 .............................................................. $5.95

GERALD FINZI: CELLO CONCERTO, OP. 40
Boosey & Hawkes
48019664 .............................................................. $39.95

ALBERTO GINASTERA: PAMPEANA NO. 2
Rhapsody for Violoncello and Piano
Boosey & Hawkes
48003054 .............................................................. $15.95

FRANZ JOSEF HAYDN: CELLO CONCERTO IN C MAJOR, HOB. VIIb: 1
Classical Play-Along Volume 9
Hal Leonard
The Hal Leonard Classical Play-Along™ series will help you play great classical pieces. Listen to the full performance tracks to hear how the piece sounds with an orchestra, and then play along using the accompaniment tracks. The audio CD is playable on any CD player. For PC and Mac computer users, the CD is enhanced so you can adjust the recording to any tempo without changing pitch.
00842349 Book/CD Pack .................................................. $12.99

BENEDETTO MARCELLO: TWO SONATAS: NO. 1 IN F MAJOR & NO. 4 IN G MINOR
for Cello & Basso Continuo
edited by Gerhart Darmstadt
Schott
The six sonatas by Benedetto Marcello (1686-1739) are among the best-known baroque compositions for violoncello and basso continuo.
49017005 .............................................................. $19.95

BENEDETTO MARCELLO: SIX SONATAS
for Cello & Piano
G. Schirmer, Inc.
50262690 ................................................................ $12.95

JULES MASSENET: MEDITATION FROM THAÏS
for Cello & Piano
arranged by Árpád Pejtsik
Editio Musica Budapest
Massenet’s famous Meditation, arranged here for intermediate level cello and piano.
50510926 .............................................................. $7.95

for Solo Cello
Schott
49001525 .............................................................. $16.95

DAVID POPPER: FANTASY ON LITTLE RUSSIAN SONGS
for Cello & Piano
edited by Maria Kliegel
Schott
David Popper (1843-1913), a cellist and composer, was a student of Julius Goltermann.
49016946 .............................................................. $19.95

This is only a selection of cello publications available from Hal Leonard. For a complete listing, request our Hal Leonard Classical Catalog (see page 2).
SERGEI PROKOFIEV: SONATA, OP. 119
for Cello & Piano
Sikorski
50489696 .................................................................$40.00

GIACOMO PUCCINI:
PLAY PUCCINI
10 Arias Transcribed for Cello & Piano
Ricordi
Who needs a singer? With Play Puccini, cellists can bathe themselves in luxurious Italian melody! These ten opera arias are among the composer’s most famous and distinctive achievements, here transcribed for intermediate level solo cello and piano. The book includes a biography of Puccini, notes about the plot of each opera, and the dramatic context of the selected aria. The companion CD features excellent performances, as well as piano accompaniments for practice. Includes arias from: La bohème, La fanciulla del West, Gianni Schicchi, Madama Butterfly, Manon Lescaut, Suor Angelica, Tosca and Turandot.
50484654 Book/CD Pack ............................................$16.95

SERGEI RACHMANINOFF:
SONATA IN G MINOR, OP. 19
for Cello & Piano
Boosey & Hawkes
48009311 .................................................................$26.95

MAURICE RAVEL:
MA MÈRE L’OYÈ
for Cello & Piano
edited by Mark Fish
Editions Durand
Originally composed for 1 Piano/4 Hands, this five-movement work is best known as the ballet and orchestral suite Mother Goose.
50564921 .................................................................$24.95

MAURICE RAVEL:
PAVANE POUR UNE INFANTE DÉFUNTE
arranged for cello and piano by Wolfgang Birtel
Schott
49016882 .................................................................$5.95

CAMILLE SAINT-SAËNS:
ALLEGRO APPASSIONATO
IN B MINOR, OP. 43
for Cello & Piano
Schott
This popular cello piece is presented here in a new edition by Maria Kliegel. With new music engravings and historical information on the piece.
49016678 .................................................................$13.95

CAMILLE SAINT-SAËNS:
CONCERTO NO. 1, OP. 33
for Cello & Piano Reduction
Durand
50560560 .................................................................$26.95

DMITRI SHOSTAKOVICH:
CONCERTO NO. 1, OP. 107
for Cello & Piano Reduction
Sikorski
50489704 .................................................................$42.00

DMITRI SHOSTAKOVICH:
SONATA, OP. 40
for Cello & Piano
Sikorski
50489708 .................................................................$35.00

IGOR STRAVINSKY:
SUITE ITALIENNE
for Cello & Piano
Boosey & Hawkes
48009566 .................................................................$31.95

AUGUSTA READ THOMAS:
CHANT
for Cello & Piano
G. Schirmer, Inc.
This piece was originally composed in 1989, with a new version created in 2002, commissioned by cellist Kate Dillingham and premiering in April 2002 at Merkin Concert Hall in New York City.
50486111 .................................................................$14.95

ANTONIO VIVALDI:
SIX SONATAS
for Cello & Piano
G. Schirmer, Inc.
50261790 .................................................................$12.95

ANTONIO VIVALDI:
SONATA IN E MINOR
RV 40
edited by Walter Kolneder
Schott
49016851 .................................................................$11.95

RICHARD WAGNER:
BRIDAL CHORUS
FROM LOHENGRIN
arranged for cello and piano by Wolfgang Birtel
Schott
49016873 .................................................................$5.95

KURT WEILL:
SONATA FOR CELLO AND PIANO (1920)
edited by Wolfgang Rathert and Jürgen Selk
Schott
A new edition of this intriguing early work (1920) by Kurt Weill (1902-1950) reflects a changing musical climate in Germany.
49016756 .................................................................$24.95

Visit www.halleonard.com for complete contents lists and selected audio files of recorded selections.
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HENLE URTEXT EDITIONS FOR VIOLONCELLO

HIGHLIGHTS ONLY

Henle editions are exclusively distributed in the U.S. by Hal Leonard. A complete brochure of all Henle editions for strings is available for download at [www.halleonard.com/classical](http://www.halleonard.com/classical). You may also search [www.henleusa.com](http://www.henleusa.com).

**VIOLONCELLO SOLO**

**J.S. Bach**

*SIX SUITES FOR VIOLONCELLO SOLO BWV 1007-1012*
With Marked and Unmarked String Parts
G Major, D minor, C Major, E-flat Major, C minor (Skordatur), D Major. Appendix includes a concert pitch notation of Suite No. 5 in C minor.

*51480666 HN 666* .................................................................$49.95

**BACH, JOHANN SEBASTIAN**

SIX SUITES FOR VIOLONCELLO SOLO BWV 1007-1012
With Marked and Unmarked String Parts
G Major, D minor, C Major, E-flat Major, C minor (Skordatur), D Major. Appendix includes a concert pitch notation of Suite No. 5 in C minor.

*51480666 HN 666* .................................................................$49.95

**VIOLONCELLO AND PIANO**
(including Piano Reductions)

**BACH, JOHANN SEBASTIAN**

*THREE GAMBA SONATAS BWV 1027-1029*
With Marked and Unmarked String Parts
G Major, D Major, G Major
Edition for Viola da gamba (Violoncello) and Harpsichord

*51480676 HN 676* .................................................................$29.95

**BEETHOVEN, LUDWIG VAN**

*SONATAS FOR PIANO AND VIOLONCELLO*
F Major, Op. 5, No. 1; G minor, Op. 5, No. 2; A Major, Op. 69; C Major, Op. 102, No. 1; D Major, Op. 102, No. 2

*51480252 HN 252* .................................................................$49.95

*SONATAS FOR PIANO AND VIOLONCELLO*
Revised Edition With Marked and Unmarked String Parts

*51480894 HN 894* .................................................................$47.95

**HAYDN, JOSEPH**

*VIOLONCELLO CONCERTO IN C MAJOR*
Hob. Viib:1

*51480417 HN 417* .................................................................$19.95

*VIOLONCELLO CONCERTO IN D MAJOR*
Hob. Viib:2

*51480418 HN 418* .................................................................$19.95

**DEBUSSY, CLAUDE**

*SONATA FOR VIOLONCELLO AND PIANO IN D MINOR*

*51480633 HN 633* .................................................................$15.95

**VALENTIN, LUDWIG**

*VIOLONCELLO AND PIANO* (including Piano Reductions)

**CHOPIN, FRÉDÉRIC**

*SONATA FOR PIANO AND VIOLONCELLO IN G MINOR, OP. 65*

*51480495 HN 495* ....................................................................$28.95

**HUMMEL, JOHANN NEPOMUK**

*POTPOURRI, OP. 95* ("FANTASY")

*51480839 HN 839* ....................................................................$37.95

This playful fantasy incorporates Mozart and Rossini opera themes. Hummel adapted this original 1820 viola Potpourri (Op. 94) for cello c1821-22.

**LAPO, EDGARDE**

*VIOLONCELLO CONCERTO IN D MINOR*

*51480802 HN 802* ....................................................................$31.95

**SCHUMANN, ROBERT**

*VIOLONCELLO CONCERTO IN E MINOR, OP. 38*

*51480018 HN 18* .....................................................................$18.95

*VIOLONCELLO CONCERTO IN F MAJOR, OP. 99*

*51480019 HN 19* .....................................................................$18.95

**SCHUBERT, FRANZ**

*SONATA FOR PIANO AND ARPEGGIONE IN A MINOR, D 821 (OP. POSTHUMOUS)*

*51480611 HN 611* .....................................................................$20.95

**SCHUMANN, ROBERT**

*FANTASY PIECES FOR PIANO AND CLARINET (OR VIOLIN OR VIOLONCELLO), OP. 73*

*51480435 HN 435* .....................................................................$15.95

G. Henle Verlag
CELLO ETUDES AND METHODS

Highlights

FRIEDRICH DOTZAUER: EXERCISES FOR VIOLONCELLO
G. Schirmer, Inc.
50258390 Book 1 ................................................................. $8.95
50258400 Book 2 ................................................................. $9.95

JEAN LOUIS DUPORT: 21 ETUDES
G. Schirmer, Inc.
50255840 Book 1 ................................................................. $9.95
50255850 Book 2 ................................................................. $10.95

LOUIS FEUILLARD: DAILY EXERCISES
Schott
Exercises for the left hand and bow. Trills, Scales, Arpeggios, Double stopping etc. • 1st Part: Exercises in the neck positions • 2nd Part: Exercises in the whole compass of the cello • 3rd Part: Exercises in the thumb positions • 4th Part: Double stopping • 5th Part: Bowing Exercises.
49002688 ........................................................................ $16.95

JOHN KEMBER/JULIET DAMMERS: CELLO SIGHT-READING, VOL. 1
Schott
This method book teaches self-learning and recognition of rhythmic patterns through carefully graduated pieces in a range of styles. Includes teacher/student duets. The authors collaborated with cello specialists for this volume.
49016667 ........................................................................ $16.95

W.F. WHITEHOUSE: SCALE AND ARPEGGIO ALBUM
Schott
49002710 ........................................................................ $12.95

JULIUS KLENGEL: TECHNICAL STUDIES, VOLUME 1
G. Schirmer, Inc.
50261960 ........................................................................ $8.95

FRIEDRICH KUMMER: VIOLONCELLO METHOD
G. Schirmer, Inc.
50258060 ........................................................................ $14.95

SEBASTIAN LEE: 40 EASY STUDIES FOR VIOLONCELLO IN THE FIRST POSITION, OP. 70
Edicio Musica Budapest
50510900 ........................................................................ $13.95

DAVID POPPER: HIGH SCHOOL OF CELLO PLAYING (40 ETUDES), OP. 73
G. Schirmer, Inc.
50262550 ........................................................................ $12.95

MARK YAMPSKY: VIOLONCELLO TECHNIQUE
edited by Gordon Epperson
Hal Leonard
This classic book offers studies of scales and arpeggios in all of their various bowed, fingered and rhythmic combinations, with excellent exercises progressing in difficulty and encompassing four octaves. A great resource for teachers of students at all levels!
00123247 ........................................................................ $9.95

Visit www.halleonard.com for complete contents lists and selected audio files of recorded selections.

Enter the 8 digit publication number in the “Search” field.
CELEBRATION OF AMERICAN STANDARDS
Cherry Lane Music
Bye Bye Blackbird • Come Dance with Me • Come Fly with Me • Fly Me to the Moon (In Other Words) • I'll Be Seeing You • I'm Gonna Sit Right Down and Write Myself a Letter • I've Got the World on a String • It Will Have to Do Until the Real Thing Comes Along • Love and Marriage • My Kind of Town (Chicago Is) • Saturday Night (Is the Loneliest Night of the Week) • Take the “A” Train.
02501084 Book/CD Pack .........................................................$10.95

THE AMERICAN GOSPEL SONGBOOK
Cherry Lane Music
Over 150 familiar gospel favorites, including: Amazing Grace • Bring Him Home • The Day the Master Called • Juba Blues • Kentucky Homeboat • Mansion Over the Hill Top • More Joy in My Journey • My Faith Looks Up to Thee • Oh! When the Saints Come Marching In • Ode to Joy • Praise the Lord • Rock of Ages • Rise Again • Sing a Spiritual • This Little Light of Mine • When the Roll Is Called Up Yonder • and more.
02501058 Book/CD Pack ............................................................$10.95

AMERICAN STANDARDS
Cherry Lane Music
Bye Bye Blackbird • Come Dance with Me • Come Fly with Me • Fly Me to the Moon (In Other Words) • I'll Be Seeing You • I'm Gonna Sit Right Down and Write Myself a Letter • I've Got the World on a String • It Will Have to Do Until the Real Thing Comes Along • Love and Marriage • My Kind of Town (Chicago Is) • Saturday Night (Is the Loneliest Night of the Week) • Take the “A” Train.
02501084 Book/CD Pack .........................................................$10.95

THE BIG BOOK OF CHRISTMAS SONGS
Hal Leonard
Over 175 Christmas songs, including: Blue Christmas • The Chipmunk Song • Christmas Time is Here • Frosty the Snow Man • Mele Kalikimaka • Santa Baby • Silent Night • and more!
00842151 Book/CD Pack .........................................................$14.95

CHRISTMAS CAROLS
Hal Leonard
15 favorites from the holidays, including: Deck the Hall • The First Noel • Good King Wenceslas • Hark! the Herald Angels Sing • It Came upon the Midnight Clear • O Christmas Tree • We Three Kings of Orient Are • and more.
00842141 Book/CD Pack .........................................................$10.95

ESSENTIAL SONGS
Hal Leonard
A huge, jam-packed collection of 130 rock, pop, Broadway, country and folk songs from the past and present.
00842279 Book/CD Pack .........................................................$14.95

THE FIDDLER PLAYALONG CELLO COLLECTION
Cello Music from Around the World arranged by Edward Huws Jones
Boosey & Hawkes
20 pieces in a wide variety of styles from folk to tango. Includes principal cello melody part at an intermediate level, easy cello parts for beginners, guitar chords, plus a choice of piano accompaniment or a more advanced cello accompaniment (teacher’s part). CD includes audio backing and full performance tracks. Contents include: Carolan’s Air • Drowie Maggie • Makin’ Whoopie • Paragon Rag • The Flower of the Quern • Pastime with good company • Blackberry Blossom • We three kings of Orient are • La Cucaracha • and more!
48019660 Book/CD Pack ............................................................$31.95

GOD BLESS AMERICA & OTHER STAR-SPANGLED SONGS
Hal Leonard
15 patriotic favorites, including the title song plus America the Beautiful • God Bless the USA • My Country ’Tis of Thee • The Star Spangled Banner • This Land Is Your Land, and more.
00842310 Book/CD Pack .........................................................$10.99

HANNAH MONTANA
Hal Leonard
15 songs from the mega-hit Disney Channel show starring Miley Cyrus. Includes: The Best of Both Worlds • Bigger Than Us • Find Yourself in You • I Got Nerve • I Learned from You • Just like You • Life’s What You Make It • Nobody’s Perfect • Old Blue Jeans • One in a Million • The Other Side of Me • Pumpin’ up the Party • Rock Star • True Friend • We Got the Party.
00842323 Book/CD Pack .........................................................$12.95

HIGH SCHOOL MUSICAL
Hal Leonard
Solo arrangements with CD accompaniment for 9 hits from the wildly popular Disney Channel original movie. Songs: Breaking Free • Get’cha Head in the Game • I Can’t Take My Eyes Off of You • We’re All in This Together • What I’ve Been Looking For • and more.
00842130 Book/CD Pack .........................................................$12.95

HIGH SCHOOL MUSICAL 2
Hal Leonard
10 favorite songs from the summer blockbuster. Includes: All for One • Fabulous • Gotta Go My Own Way • I Don’t Dance • What Time Is It • You Are the Music in Me • and more.
00842255 Book/CD Pack .........................................................$12.95

LATIN THEMES
arranged by Max Charles Davies
Schott
12 vibrant themes with Latin flavor and spirit. Play along with these rhythmic melodies with CD backing tracks supplied by an authentic, live Latin band. The piano accompaniments are available as PDF files on the CD, ready for print-out. Pieces include: La Bamba • La Cucaracha • Habanera • Mexican Hat Dance • Volare • Wave • and more.
49017056 Book/CD Pack .........................................................$19.95
LES MISÉRABLES
Hal Leonard
13 songs from the classic Boublil and Schönberg musical, including Bring Him Home • Castle on a Cloud • Do You Hear the People Sing • I Dreamed a Dream • On My Own • and more.
00842301 Book/CD Pack $11.99

MORE CELLO FUN
arranged by Nico Dezaire
De Haske Publications
More Cello Fun picks up where Cello Fun left off—with 15 easy viola pieces for the second year student. The lower string is not used and the fingering patterns—while still simple—are now combined. Several new rhythmic challenges are explored. The attractive accompaniments on the CD and the wonderful illustrations give this book extra appeal.
44007369 Book/CD Pack $14.95

MOVIE MUSIC
Hal Leonard
15 hits from popular movie blockbusters of today, including: And All That Jazz • Come What May • I Am a Man of Constant Sorrow • I Believe I Can Fly • I Walk the Line • Seasons of Love • Theme from Spider-Man • and more.
00842098 Book/CD Pack $10.95

MOVIE THEMES
arranged by Max Charles Davies
Schott
Play along with themes from classic films including “Casablanca,” “Shine,” “Dr Zhivago” and “Eyes Wide Shut.” Easy to intermediate arrangements of 12 movie themes, complete with CD containing full orchestral backing tracks and live instrumental performances. The CD also contains printable PDFs of the piano accompaniments.
49017017 Book/CD Pack $19.95

PIRATES OF THE CARIBBEAN
Hal Leonard
16 pieces from the swashbuckling blockbuster, including: The Black Pearl • Davy Jones • He’s a Pirate • I’ve Got My Eye on You • Jack Sparrow • To the Pirate’s Cave! • Wheel of Fortune • and more.
00842192 Book/CD Pack $12.95

PRAISE SONGS
Hal Leonard
15 songs to play solo or along with the great accompaniment tracks on CD. Includes: Above All • Blessed Be the Lord God Almighty • God Will Make a Way • I Give You My Heart • Jesus, Name Above All Names • Mighty Is Our God • There Is None Like You • Worthy Is the Lamb • You Are Good • and more.
00842182 Book/CD Pack $10.95

SCOTTISH FOLK TUNES
69 Traditional Pieces for Cello
arranged by Kevin McCrae and Neil Johnstone
Schott
Intermediate to advanced arrangements. The tunes include slow airs and laments, marches, strathspeys, reels, jigs, polkas, hornpipes and a quickstep. Includes extensive prefatory notes on the selections.
49014944 Book/CD Pack $19.95

SPORTS ROCK
Hal Leonard
Jam to the songs they play in the stands at the big game! Includes 15 instrumental solos: Another One Bites the Dust • Crazy Train • Get down Tonight • Hot Hot Hot • Let’s Get It Started • Na Na Hey Hey Kiss Him Goodbye • Shout • Sirius • Start Me Up • The Way You Move • We Are Family • We Are the Champions • Welcome to the Jungle • Whip It • Who Let the Dogs Out.
00842335 Book/CD Pack $12.99

TV FAVORITES
Hal Leonard
15 TV tunes arranged for cellists, including: The Addams Family Theme • The Brady Bunch • Green Acres Theme • Happy Days • Johnny’s Theme • Linus and Lucy • NFL on Fox Theme • Theme from the Simpsons • and more.
00842088 Book/CD Pack $10.95

Sign up for information about new string publications from Hal Leonard at www.halleonard.com/signup.

Order from any music retailer or visit halleonard.com.
The Orchestra Musician’s CD-ROM Library™

The Orchestra Musician’s CD-ROM Library is a compilation of printed cello parts of orchestral masterworks by the music world’s most celebrated composers. It’s simple. Use the CD-ROM drive in your PC or Mac to view or print clear letter-sized copies. The Orchestra Musician’s CD-ROM Library installs easily and quickly. Adobe Acrobat Reader technology is utilized (free download included on each CD), so no special access codes or software are required. Go to www.orchmusiclibrary.com for a complete listing of all volumes.

VOLUME 1:
BEETHOVEN, SCHUBERT AND MORE
00220081 CD-ROM .......................................................... $19.95
VOLUME 2: DEBUSSY, MAHLER AND MORE
00220093 CD-ROM .......................................................... $19.95
VOLUME 3: BRAHMS, SCHUMANN AND MORE
0022010 CD-ROM .......................................................... $19.95
VOLUME 4: TCHAIKOVSKY AND MORE
00220126 CD-ROM .......................................................... $19.95
VOLUME 5: DVORÁK, RIMSKY-KORSAKOV AND MORE
00220139 CD-ROM .......................................................... $19.95
VOLUME 6: MOZART AND HAYDN
00220160 CD-ROM .......................................................... $19.95
VOLUME 7: RAVEL, ELGAR AND MORE
00220180 CD-ROM .......................................................... $19.95
VOLUME 8: STRAVINSKY, BARTÓK AND MORE
00220207 CD-ROM .......................................................... $19.95
VOLUME 9: STRAUSS, SIBELIUS AND MORE
00220225 CD-ROM .......................................................... $19.95
VOLUME 10: BACH, HANDEL AND MORE
00220239 CD-ROM .......................................................... $19.95

REPERTOIRE FOR MUSIC SCHOOLS
for Double Bass with Piano Accompaniment
compiled and edited by Péter Kubina
Editio Musica Budapest
Here are 50 easy-to-intermediate short pieces for double bass and piano, with five additional bonus pieces for two double basses and piano. These musically satisfying little pieces function as etudes for the instrument. Primarily arrangements, the composers represented include Bach, Mozart, Schumann, Beethoven, Purcell, Corelli, Lully, Schubert, Handel, Haydn and others.

50485515 ................................................................. $34.95

ETUDES AND METHODS
ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS
String Bass Edition
For description, see cello on page 39.
BOOK 1
00868052 Book/CD/DVD .................................................. $8.99
BOOK 2
00868060 Book/CD .......................................................... $7.99

CLASSICAL DOUBLE BASS BY COMPOSER
Highlights

JOHANN SEBASTIAN BACH:
BACH FOR THE YOUNG BASS PLAYER
transcribed by Frederick Zimmerman
Hal Leonard
12 selections for double bass, drawn from the Notebook of Anna Magdalena Bach, French Suites and Six Little Preludes.

00121946 ................................................................. $7.95

JOHN HARBISON:
CONCERTO FOR BASS VIOL
for Double Bass & Piano Reduction
Associated Music Publishers, Inc.
Inspired by the use of the bass viol in Bach cantatas as well as jazz groups. Includes two piano reductions: Concert Pitch and Solo Tuning in D. Co-commissioned by 15 orchestras and the International Society of Bassists.

50486941 ................................................................. $24.99

Order from any music retailer
or visit halleonard.com.

Visit www.halleonard.com for complete contents lists and selected audio files of recorded selections.
Enter the 8 digit publication number in the “Search” field.
STRING DUETS

Highlights

2 Violins

JOHANN SEBASTIAN BACH:
CONCERTO IN D MINOR
for 2 Violins & Piano Reduction
G. Schirmer, Inc.
50256860 ................................................................. $8.95

BÉLA BARTÓK: 44 DUETS
for 2 Violins
Boosey & Hawkes
Each of the pieces is based on a peasant melody, with two exceptions. The pieces are arranged roughly in order of difficulty.
48002993 Volume I .............................................. $12.95
48002994 Volume 2 ........................................... $12.95

EASIEST VIOLIN DUETS
FOR CHRISTMAS
G. Schirmer, Inc.
These duets are perfect material for winter recitals. Book 1 Contents: Austrian Carol • Bring a Torch, Jeanette, Isabell • God Rest Ye Merry, Gentleman • Good King Wenceslas • Il Est Ne (He Is Born) • Jolly Old St. Nicholas • Mary Had a Baby • O Come, Little Children • O Little Town of Bethlehem • Pat-A-Pan (Willie, Take Your Little Drum) • Polish Carol • Ring, Little Bells • Up on the Housetop • We Three Kings of Orient Arc • We Wish You a Merry Christmas. Book 2 Contents: Away in a Manger • Czechoslovakian Carol • Deck the Hall • The First Noel • Go, Tell It on the Mountain • Hark! The Herald Angels Sing • Here We Come A-Wassailing • In Dulci Jubilo • Joy to the World • O Christmas Tree • O Come, All Ye Faithful (Adeste Fideles) • O Thou Joyful • Silent Night • While Shepherds Watched Their Flocks.
50334830 Book 1 .................................................. $12.95
50334830 Book 2 .................................................. $12.95

JACQUES-FÉRÉOL MAZAS:
TWELVE LITTLE DUETS, OP. 38
G. Schirmer, Inc.
50254360 Book 1 .................................................. $7.95
50254370 Book 2 .................................................. $7.95

IGNAZ JOSEPH PLEYEL:
SIX LITTLE DUETS, OP. 8
G. Schirmer, Inc.
50254070 ................................................................. $7.95

JOHN WILLIAMS: THEME NEW FROM SCHINDLER’S LIST
for Violin Duet (or Violin and Viola) and Piano
arranged by Amy Barlowe
Hal Leonard
An arrangement of the haunting melody from the powerful film.
04490837 Score & Parts .............................................. $8.99

2 Cellos

BÉLA BARTÓK: 18 DUOS
from 44 Duos for 2 Violins
arranged by Walter Kurz
Boosey & Hawkes
48003046 .............................................................. $14.95

VIOLONCELLO DUOS FOR BEGINNERS
arranged by Árpád Pejtsik
Editio Musica Budapest
50510927 Volume 1 ............................................. $23.95
50485093 Volume 2 ............................................. $23.95

JACQUES OFFENBACH:
COURS MÉTHODOQUE DE DOUS POUR DEUX VIOLONCELLES, VOL. 1
Duo Method for 2 Cellos
Bote & Bock
Jacques Offenbach, better known for his operettas, was known in his youth as “the Paganini of the cello.” Included in this volume are six attractive duets, of modest difficulty. The companion CD has tracks with both duet parts isolated, ideal for individual practice.
48019401 Book/CD Pack ........................................... $34.95

JOHANN GEORG CHRISTOPH SCHETKY:
6 EASY DUETS, OP. 7
edited by Rainer Mohrs
Schott
Schetky (1737-1824) was a cellist himself. He played the cello in the Darmstadt Court Orchestra and gave concerts as a freelance cellist in Germany and London. In 1774 he became principal cellist of the Edinburgh Musical Society and married the daughter of the Austrian cellist Joseph Reingale (1762-1836). These upper intermediate level cello duets were composed in London as teaching pieces, first published in 1780.
49026152 ................................................................. $17.95

STARTER DUETS
composed and arranged by Rudolf Zwartjes
De Haske Publications
Completely in first position throughout, Starter Duets includes a few arrangements of traditional tunes, but mostly new compositions, inspired by the classical tradition, with some occasional contemporary elements. From the very beginning, these duets can be played alongside any method. The upper and lower parts are equal in terms of difficulty and musical expression.
44007332 Cello .................................................. $13.95
44007333 Viola .................................................. $13.95

STARRER DUETS
composed and arranged by Rudolf Zwartjes
De Haske Publications
Completely in first position throughout, Starter Duets includes a few arrangements of traditional tunes, but mostly new compositions, inspired by the classical tradition, with some occasional contemporary elements. From the very beginning, these duets can be played alongside any method. The upper and lower parts are equal in terms of difficulty and musical expression.
44007332 Cello .................................................. $13.95
44007333 Viola .................................................. $13.95
YO-YO MA: DONA NOBIS PACEM (VARIATIONS)
for Cello Duet
Hal Leonard
A transcription of the improvisation Yo-Yo Ma plays on the 2008 album Songs of Peace and Joy. The melody appears throughout in the second cello while an intricate and beautiful counterpoint line decorates the melody in the first cello.

04490845 ......................................................... $8.95

Violin and Viola

JOHN WILLIAMS: DUO CONCERTANTE
for Violin and Viola
Hal Leonard
Inspired by Madrigals by composer Bohuslav Martinu, Williams wrote this piece for his friends Michael Zaretsky and Victor Romanul.

00842217 ......................................................... $19.95

Violin and Cello

JOHANN SEBASTIAN BACH: TWENTY DUETS FOR VIOLIN AND CELLO
transcribed by Frederick Neumann
Boosey & Hawkes

48001473 ......................................................... $24.95

BÉLA BARTÓK: HUNGARIAN FOLK MELODIES
Boosey & Hawkes

48010813 ......................................................... $14.95

GYÖRGY LIGETI: HOMMAGE À HILDING ROSENBERG
Schott
When Ligeti taught composition at the University of Stockholm in the 1960s, he met his famous Swedish fellow composer Hilding Rosenberg (1892-1985). Ligeti wrote this musical greeting on the occasion of Rosenberg’s 90th birthday. The little piece is easy to play, composed idiomatically for the instruments. It shows that Ligeti, like Bach, Schumann and Bartók, was able to write easily playable and at the same time tonally convincing music in his personal style.

49015615 ......................................................... $6.95

PETER MAXWELL DAVIES: LULLABY (1991)
Schott

49014909 ......................................................... $12.95

ÁRPÁD PEJTSIK: DUETS FOR VIOLIN AND VIOLONCELLO FOR BEGINNERS
Edito Musica Budapest

50510690 Volume 1 ........................................... $23.95
50510924 Volume 2 ........................................... $23.95

MAURICE RAVEL: SONATE
Durand

50561646 ......................................................... $22.95

STRING TRIOS

Highlights

2 Violins and Cello

ROMANTIC TRIO MUSIC
For Beginners – First Position
Edito Musica Budapest
Classy arrangements for early intermediate level ensembles. The pieces do not go beyond first position for any instrument. The second violin part may also be played on viola. Includes music by Schubert, Mendelssohn, Brahms, Tchaikovsky, Chopin, Rossini, and Grieg.

50486578 Score & Parts ........................................ $26.95

TRIOS FOR TWO VIOLINS AND VIOLONCELLO
For Beginners
transcribed and edited by András Soós
Edito Musica Budapest
Young string players are collaborating in ensembles at an early stage, often because of contest requirements. Here is a highminded, very practical collection of 34 easy pieces arranged for string trio, with music by Monteverdi, Lully, Couperin, Vivaldi, Handel, Bach and others.

50485517 Score & Parts ........................................ $34.95

Violin, Viola and Cello

ZDENĚK FIBICH: POÈM
from the Idyll “At Twilight”
for violin, viola, cello
arranged by Wolfgang Birtel
Schott

49016841 ......................................................... $15.95

MAURICE RAVEL: PAVANE POUR UNE INFANTA DÉFUNTE
for String Trio
edited by Wolfgang Birtel
Schott
Maurice Ravel’s melancholy popular Pavane for a Dead Princess composed in 1899 was originally written for piano before he arranged it for orchestra in 1910. Though dedicated to a real princess, the Princessse de Polignac, the work does not refer to an actual historical person.

49017558 Score & Parts ........................................ $18.95
ANTON RUBENSTEIN: MELODIE FOR STRING TRIO OP. 3, NO. 1
arranged by Wolfgang Birtel
Schott
Composed in 1853, Rubinstein’s best-known piano piece is sensitively arranged here for string trio (violin, viola, cello). An appropriate selection for intermediate to early advanced ensembles.
49016672 Score & Parts .......................................................... $15.95

RICHARD WAGNER: BRIDAL CHORUS FROM LOHENGRIN
for String Trio
arranged by Wolfgang Birtel
Schott
49016898 Score & Parts .................................................. $15.95

Three Violins

TRIOS FOR VIOLINS
selected, transcribed and edited by Soós András
Editio Musica Budapest
Arrangements of music from the 14th to the 19th centuries, offering progressing violinists real chamber music of three equal parts.
50486823
Score & Parts .......................................................... $28.95

Three Cellos

CHAMBER MUSIC FOR VIOLONCELLOS
3 Violoncellos
arranged by Árpád Pejtsik
Editio Musica Budapest
Intermediate level arrangements for cello trio. Includes score & parts.
50485999 Volume 4 .................................................. $20.95
50486167 Volume 6 .................................................. $17.95
50486552 Volume 7 .................................................. $16.95

MINI QUARTETS 1
Open strings, first and second finger for four violins by Sarah Stiles
De Haske Publications
These mini quartets are suitable for both group lessons and concerts. There are no first, second, third, or fourth violinists; all—differently colored—parts are equal. Switching parts is part of the fun! An accompanying CD, featuring demo tracks of all the pieces, is included so that students can practice at home. In Mini Quartets 2 the student uses the first three fingers in all pieces.
44007358 Book 1 – score, parts, CD ............................................ $15.95
44007359 Book 2 – score, parts, CD ............................................ $15.95

2 Violins, Viola, and Cello

JOHN ADAMS: JOHN’S BOOK OF ALLEGED DANCES
for String Quartet and pre-recorded performance CD
Boosey & Hawkes
John’s Book of Alleged Dances is a set of ten short dances for string quartet and rhythm loops stored on audio compact disc. These dances may be performed in any order, and may be excerpted.
48019654 Set of Parts and CD .......................................... $40.00

AN DIE MUSIK
9 Classical Pieces Arranged for String Quartet
arranged by John Kember
Schott
Intermediate arrangements: An die Musik (Schubert), Alleluja (Mozart), Sicilienne (Paradies), Larghetto from Clarinet Quintet (Mozart), Andante from Piano Sonata in A-flat, Op. 26 (Beethoven), Ave Verum Corpus (Mozart), Andante from Symphony No. 94 “Surprise” (Haydn), Entr’acte from Rosemunde (Schubert), Adagio in F, Hob. XVII, No. 9 (Haydn)
49012943 Score & Parts .................................................. $24.95

SAMUEL BARBER: STRING QUARTET, OP. 11
G. Schirmer, Inc.
50341730 Set of Parts .................................................. $17.95

Order from any music retailer or visit halleonard.com.
CHANSON DE MATIN
(MORNING SONG)
8 Twentieth-Century Pieces Arranged for String Quartet
arranged by John Kember
Schott
Intermediate to early advanced arrangements of
Chanson de matin (Elgar), Pie Jesu from Requiem
(Fauré), La Calinda from Koanga (Delius), Nimrod
from Enigma Variations (Elgar), Brigg Fair (Delius),
Folk Song Prelude No. 2 (Warlock), Morgenstemning
(Grieg), The Angel’s Farewell from The Dream of Gerontius (Elgar).
49030520 Score & Parts ...........................................$26.95

CHANSON DE NUIT
(NIGHT SONG)
8 Twentieth-Century Pieces Arranged for String Quartet
arranged by John Kember
Schott
Includes Chanson de nuit (Elgar), Serenade from
Hassan (Delius), Pavane (Fauré), Salut d’Amour
(Elgar), Parsian angelicus (Franck), Air from Brook
Green Suite (Holst), Pieds-en-fair (Warlock), Liberty
Bell (Sousa).
49030478 Score & Parts ...........................................$26.95

COME BACK TO SORRENTO
8 Popular String Quartets
arranged by Barrie Carson Turner
Schott
These lovely intermediate arrangements include:
Come Back to Sorrento (de Curtis), Funiculì-Funiculà
(Denza), Tango (Albéniz), None But the Lonely
Heart (Tchaikovsky), Serenade (Schubert), Melody
in F (A. Rubenstein), Simple Aveu (Thomé), Plaisir
d’Amour (Martini).
49012944 Score & Parts ...........................................$24.95

CLAUDE DEBUSSY:
STRING QUARTET, OP. 10
Durand
50560743 Set of Parts ..................................................$29.95

GABRIELA LENA FRANK:
LEYENDAS: AN ANDEAN WALKABOUT
G. Schirmer, Inc.
This piece draws inspiration from the idea of mestizaje,
where cultures can coexist without the subjugation of
one by the other. It mixes elements from the western
classical and Andean folk music traditions.
50485739 Score & Parts ...........................................$40.00

FRENCH RENAISSANCE DANCES
for Four Stringed Instruments
compiled & edited by János Bali
Editio Musica Budapest
This collection of 16th century pieces is supplemented
by a description of the most important dance steps,
and suggestions for ornamentation. Choreography
notes by Gábor Kovács.
50486822 Score and Parts ...........................................$57.95

ALBERTO GINASTERA:
STRING QUARTET NO. 2
(Revised 1968)
Boosey & Hawkes
These string parts match the composer’s 1968 revised
version of the piece. The study score of the revised
version is also available separately (48002189).
48019374 Set of Parts ................................................$19.95

JOHN HARBISON:
STRING QUARTET NO. 3
Associated Music Publishers, Inc.
This 1994 single-movement work is based on a
hymn-like theme that both evokes the tradition of
American hymn singing and echoes the much older
tradition of plainsong. 22 minutes.
50486368 Score & Parts ...........................................$40.00

SCOTT JOPLIN:
SOLACE, A MEXICAN SERENADE & BETHENA,
A CONCERT WALZ
for String Quartet
arranged by Elisa M. Welch
String Letter Publishing
Though upbeat tunes such as “The Entertainer”
made Scott Joplin an immortal name in ragtime
music, his haunting Latin tangos and melancholy waltzes are equally
compelling. Arranged for violin, viola, and cello, “Solace” and “Bethena”
offer a fresh perspective and let you hear the celebrated composer in an
exciting new context.
00842383 Score and Parts ...........................................$12.95

CD SHEET MUSIC
A revolutionary series of masterworks on CD-ROM that transforms a
PC or Mac into a virtual music library. You can quickly locate, view, and
print the great works of the classical repertoire, all at an incredible value.

BEETHOVEN & BRAHMS:
STRING QUARTETS
00220509 CD-ROM .............................................$19.95

HAYDN: STRING QUARTETS
00220547 CD-ROM .............................................$19.95

MOZART:
STRING QUARTETS & QUINTETS
00220545 CD-ROM .............................................$19.95

FRANZ SCHUBERT/
FELIX MENDELSSOHN:
MENDELSSOHN &
SCHUBERT STRING QUARTETS
00220259 CD-ROM .............................................$19.95
KRONOS COLLECTION: VOLUME 1
Boosey & Hawkes
Distinctive repertoire of the famed Kronos Quartet. Includes Sunrise of the Planetary Dream Collector by Terry Riley, Escalay (Water Wheel) by Hamza El Din (realization by Tohru Ueda), and Pannonia Boundless by Aleksandra Vrebalov.

48019437 Score & Parts $60.00

GYÖRGY KURTÁG:
6 MOMENTS MUSICAUX, OP.44
for String Quartet
Editio Musica Budapest
Kurtág, winner of the 2006 Grawemeyer Award in music composition, began composition of this work, his fourth string quartet, in 1999, and completed it in 2005. In this suite of 6 movements Kurtág borrows music from other compositions, particularly from his lengthy Játékok for piano. 6 Moments Musicaux was premiered in February of 2006 in Bordeaux, France, during a celebration of the composer’s 80th birthday, performed by the Keller Quartet.

50486828 Performance Score $28.95

LA DONNA È MOBILE
9 Italian Operatic Arias arranged for String Quartet
arranged by Barrie Carson Turner
Schott

49015617 Score & Parts $24.95

NEW SLANG
(BY THE SHINS) AND YELLOW (BY COLDPLAY)
for String Quartet
arranged by Eric Gorfain
String Letter Publishing
Two of alternative rock's best-known, mid-tempo ballads are translated into concise arrangements that capture the dynamic power of Coldplay’s “Yellow” and the quiet melodicism of the Shins’ “New Slang.”

00842384 Score & Parts $16.95

OFFENBACH-COCKTAIL
arranged by Wolfgang Birzel
Schott
Includes lively dance tunes from Offenbach’s operettas Orpheus in the Underworld, La belle Hélène, The Grand Duchess of Gerolstein and La Vie Parisienne. One or more of the following instruments may be added to the string quartet: flute, oboe, clarinet, bassoon, horn and/or double bass.

49013075 Score & Parts $27.95

ON WINGS OF SONG
8 Popular Pieces Arranged for String Quartet
arranged by Barrie Carson Turner
Schott
Intermediate arrangements of Marche Militaire (Schubert), Traumerei (Schumann), Mazurka (Chopin), Santa Lucia (Corraza), On Wings of Song (Mendelssohn), Au fond du temple from The Pearl Fishers (Bizet), Barcarolle from The Tales of Hoffman (Offenbach), Pizzicato Polka from the ballet Sylvia (Delibes).

49012945 Score & Parts $24.95

MAURICE RAVEL:
QUATUOR À CORDES
Durand

5056230 Set of Parts $37.95

ROBERT SCHUMANN:
3 QUARTETS, OP. 41
edited by Hans Kohlhase
Schott

49015658 Score & Parts $83.95

PYARELAL SHARMA:
INDIAN SUMMER
8 Enchanting Pieces for String Quartet
Schott
Sharma is a legend in the world of Indian music who has composed music for nearly 500 films over the last 50 years. These rhythmically exciting pieces are suitable for an early advanced ensemble. The companion CD features full performances by the Bingham String Quartet.

49016674 Book/CD Pack $24.95

BRIGHT SHENG:
STRING QUARTET NO. 4 (“Silent Temple”)
G. Schirmer, inc.
This piece was jointly commissioned by the Freer and Sackler Galleries of the Smithsonian Institution and the University of Richmond, Virginia. It is dedicated to the Shanghai Quartet, who debuted it in March 2000 at the University of Richmond.

50484299 Score & Parts $40.00

DMITRI SHOSTAKOVICH:
UNFINISHED QUARTET
DSCH
Composed in either 1961 or 1962, this was an early attempt to write String Quartet No. 9. Manuscripts were discovered in the Shostakovich Archives in 2003. The first movement was completed by composer Roman Ledenyov “in keeping with the author’s drafts.”

50486190 Score $20.00

50486191 Parts $20.00
ST. LOUIS BLUES AND SOME OF THESE DAYS
Swing-Jazz Classics for String Quartet
arr. Jeremy Cohen
String Letter Publishing
The vibrant spirit of the legendary Quintet of the Hot Club of France, led by violinist Stephane Grappelli and guitarist Django Reinhardt, comes to life in two arrangements of swing-jazz classics for string quartet that also show the influence of jazz-violin greats Joe Venuti and Eddie South.
00331965 Score & Parts ................................................................. $14.95

TANGERINE BLUE AND STRAWBERRY ICE
for String Quartet
arranged by Renata Bratt
String Letter Publishing
Roll over, Robert Johnson. The blues has come to a new kind of crossroads. Specially arranged for new students of violin, viola, and cello, “Tangerine Blue” is an ideal introduction to the pentatonic scales and syncopated rhythms of the blues. Rock out with the 16-bar minor blues tune “Strawberry Ice,” featuring the driving rhythms and syncopation found in rock classics from the ’50s and ’60s.
00842385 Score & Parts ................................................................. $36.95

TO A WILD ROSE
11 Romantic String Quartets
arranged by John Kember
Schott
Intermediate arrangements: To a Wild Rose (MacDowell), Après un rêve (Faure), La Toupie (Bizet), Heliotrope Bouquet (Joplin), Flower Duet (Delibes), Andaluza (Granados), Le petit negre (Debussy), Entr’acte Act III from Carmen (Bizet), Berceuse from Noire and Anitra Suite (Il’yinsky), Scherzo from A Midsummer Night’s Dream (Mendelssohn), Etude in C-sharp minor (Scriabin).
49012942 Score & Parts ................................................................. $24.95

KURT WEILL:
STRING QUARTET NO. 1, OP. 8
(1923)
Universal Edition
Kurt Weill (1900-1950) wrote few chamber works, and all of it early in his composing career. This three-movement string quartet represented an important period of progress for the young composer.
49014952 Score ................................................................. $39.95
49014951 Parts ................................................................. $69.95

MAURICE RAVEL:
PAVANE POUR UNE INFANTE DÉFUNTE
for Cello Quartet
arranged by Wolfgang Birtel
Schott
Maurice Ravel’s melancholy popular Pavane for a Dead Princess composed in 1899 was originally written for piano before he arranged it for orchestra in 1910. Though dedicated to a real princess, the Princesse de Polignac, the work does not refer to an actual historical person.
49017557 Score & Parts ................................................................. $19.95

RICHARD WAGNER:
BRIDAL CHORUS FROM LOHENGRIN
for Cello Quartet
arranged by Wolfgang Birtel
Schott
49016900 Score & Parts ................................................................. $19.95

Visit www.halleonard.com for complete contents lists and selected audio files of recorded selections.
Enter the 8 digit publication number in the “Search” field.
PIANO TRIOS

Highlights

ERNEST CHAUSSON:
Piano Trio in G minor, Op. 3
Salabert
50424510 Score & Parts ................................................................. $42.95

ERNEST CHAUSSON:
Piano Trio in G minor, Op. 3
Salabert
50424510 Score & Parts ................................................................. $42.95

CLASSICAL TRIO MUSIC FOR BEGINNERS
(In First Position)
two violins and cello
Editio Musica Budapest

These arrangements in first position include pieces by Beethoven, Mozart, Haydn, Pleyel and Bruni. Includes parts for Violin 1, Violin 2 (Viola), and Cello.

50486686 Score & Parts ................................................................. $22.95

RICHARD DANIELPOUR:
A Child's Reliquary
Associated Music Publishers, Inc.
Written in memory of Cole Canan St. Clair, son of conductor Carl St. Clair, who passed away at the age of 18 months. 27 minutes.

50486184 Score & Parts ................................................................. $35.00

GABRIEL FAURÉ: TRIO, OP. 120
Durand
50560968 Score & Parts ................................................................. $39.95

ZDENĚK FIBICH: POÈME
from the Idyll “At Twilight”
for piano, violin, and cello
arranged by Wolfgang Birtel
Schott

49016842 Score & Parts ................................................................. $13.95

FELIX MENDELSSOHN:
TRIO IN D MINOR, OP. 49
G. Schirmer, Inc.
50259380 Score & Parts ................................................................. $16.95

MAURICE RAVEL: TRIO
Durand
50560640 Score & Parts ................................................................. $74.95

ROMANTIC PIANO TRIOS FOR BEGINNERS
arranged by Árpád Pejtsik
Editio Musica Budapest
Easy piano trio repertoire. The strings parts do not go beyond first position.

50485252 Score & Parts ................................................................. $28.95

ANTON RUBINSTEIN:
MELODIE IN F
Schott

Composed in 1853, Rubinstein’s best-known piano piece is sensitively arranged here for piano trio. An appropriate selection for an early advanced ensemble.

49015672 Score & Parts ................................................................. $20.95

DMITRI SHOSTAKOVICH:
TRIO NO. 1, OP. 8
Sikorski
50160640 Score & Parts ................................................................. $34.00

DMITRI SHOSTAKOVICH:
TRIO NO. 2, OP. 67
Sikorski
50149890 Score & Parts ................................................................. $53.00

JOAQUÍN TURINA:
Piano Trio No. 1, Op. 35
Salabert
50412110 Score & Parts ................................................................. $35.95

JOAQUÍN TURINA:
Piano Trio No. 2, Op. 76
Salabert
50424750 Score & Parts ................................................................. $19.95

RICHARD WAGNER:
BRIDAL CHORUS FROM LOHENGRIN
for Piano Trio
arranged by Wolfgang Birtel
Schott

49016899 Score & Parts ................................................................. $15.95

Order from any music retailer or visit halleonard.com.
PIANO QUARTETS

DMITRI SHOSTAKOVICH: SECOND WALTZ (FROM JAZZ SUITE NO. 2)
Sikorski
50484084 Score & Parts ................................................................. $24.00

JOAQUIN TURINA: PIANO QUARTET IN A MINOR, OP. 67
Salabert
50413350 Score & Parts ................................................................. $56.95

PIANO QUINTETS

ALFRED SCHNITTKE: PIANO QUINTET
Sikorski
50480407 Score & Parts ................................................................. $51.00

DMITRI SHOSTAKOVICH: QUINTETT, OP. 57
Sikorski
50151230 Score & Parts ................................................................. $58.00

ALEXANDRE TANSMAN: MUSICA A CINQUE
Max Eschig
50564685 Set of Parts ................................................................. $32.95

Order from any music retailer or visit halleonard.com.

Visit www.halleonard.com for complete contents lists and selected audio files of recorded selections.
Enter the 8 digit publication number in the “Search” field.
HENLE URTEXT EDITIONS

HENLE URTEXT EDITIONS
CHAMBER WORKS FOR STRINGS, HIGHLIGHTS ONLY

Henle editions are exclusively distributed in the U.S. by Hal Leonard. A complete brochure of all Henle publications for strings is available for download at www.halleonard.com/classical. You may also search www.henleusa.com.

**String Duos • String Trios**

**BEETHOVEN, LUDWIG VAN**

**STRING TRIOS, OP. 3, 8 AND 9, AND STRING DUO WO 32**
51480192 HN 192 ................................. $67.95

**MOZART, WOLFGANG AMADEUS**

**DIVERTIMENTO IN E-FLAT MAJOR K. 563**
51480625 HN 625 ................................... $28.95

**Piano Trios**

**BEETHOVEN, LUDWIG VAN**

**CONCERTO FOR PIANO, VIOLIN, VIOLONCELLO, OP. 56**
(Triple Concerto)
51480610 HN 610 ................................... $57.95

**PIANO TRIOS VOLUME I**

51480024 HN 24 ..................................... $60.95

**PIANO TRIOS VOLUME II**

D Major, Op. 70, No. 1 (Ghost Trio); E-flat Major, Op. 70, No. 2; B-flat Major, Op. 97; G Major, Op. 121a (Variations on the song "Ich bin der Schneider Kakadu")
51480026 HN 26 ..................................... $67.95

**PIANO TRIOS VOLUME III**

(piano, violin, violoncello unless noted)
E-flat Major, Op. 44; G Major WO 37 for piano, flute, bassoon; B-flat Major, Op. 38 for piano, clarinet (violin), violoncello; B-flat Major WO 39; E-flat Major WO 38; E-flat Major, Hess-Vor. 48
51480200 HN 200 ................................... $64.95

**BRAHMS, JOHANNES**

**TRIO FOR PIANO, CLARINET IN A (OR VIOLA), VIOLONCELLO IN A MINOR, OP. 114**
51480322 HN 322 .................................... $32.95

**PIANO TRIOS**

51480245 HN 245 .................................... $85.95

**DEBUSSY, CLAUDE**

**PIANO TRIO IN G**
First Edition
51480379 HN 379 .................................... $37.95

**DVOŘÁK, ANTONÍN**

**DUMKY PIANO TRIO, OP. 90**
51480799 HN 799 .................................... $37.95

**MENDELSSOHN BARTHOLODY, FELIX**

**PIANO TRIOS**
D minor, Op. 49; C minor, Op. 66
51480250 HN 250 .................................... $62.95

**MOZART, WOLFGANG AMADEUS**

**PIANO TRIOS**

revised edition
G Major K. 496; E-flat Major K. 498 for piano, clarinet or violin, viola; B-flat Major K. 502; E Major K. 542; C Major K. 548; G Major K. 564; Divertimento in B-flat Major K. 254
51480247 HN 247 .................................... $65.95

**TRIO IN E-FLAT MAJOR K. 498 (KEGELSTATT)**
Revised Edition for Clarinet (Violin), Viola & Piano
Ed.: Herttrich, Pn. fing: Theopold
51480063 Score & Parts HN 63 ................... $21.95

**SCHUBERT, FRANZ**

**PIANO TRIOS**

51480193 HN 193 .................................... $72.95

**String Quartets**

**BEETHOVEN, LUDWIG VAN**

**STRING QUARTETS, OP. 18 AND STRING QUARTET VERSION OF PIANO SONATA, OP. 14, NO. 1**
revised edition
51480139 HN 139 ..................................... $72.95

**STRING QUARTETS**

51480268 HN 268 ..................................... $79.95

**STRING QUARTET IN E-FLAT MAJOR, OP. 127**
51480740 HN 740 ..................................... $31.95

**STRING QUARTET IN B-FLAT MAJOR, OP. 130 AND GRAND FUGUE, OP. 133**
51480741 HN 741 ..................................... $41.95

**STRING QUARTET IN C-SHARP MINOR, OP. 131**
51480721 HN 742 ..................................... $26.95

**STRING QUARTET IN A MINOR, OP. 132**
51480743 HN 743 ..................................... $33.95

**STRING QUARTET IN F MAJOR, OP. 135**
51480744 HN 744 ..................................... $33.95

**BRAHMS, JOHANNES**

**STRING QUARTETS, OP. 51**
No. 1 in C minor; No. 2 in A minor
51480040 HN 40 ..................................... $49.95

**STRING QUARTET IN B-FLAT MAJOR, OP. 67**
51480041 HN 41 ..................................... $29.95

**BRUCH, MAX**

**EIGHT PIECES FOR CLARINET (VIOLIN), VIOLA (VIOLONCELLO) AND PIANO, OP. 83**
Ed.: Oppermann, Pn. fing: Schilde
51480853 Score & Parts HN 833 ................... $66.95

**HAYDN, JOSEPH**

**THE SEVEN LAST WORDS OF CHRIST**
Arrangement for String Quartet Hob. XX/1B
51480851 Set of Parts HN 851 ..................... $39.95

**MENDELSSOHN BARTHOLODY, FELIX**

**STRING QUARTETS**
51480270 HN 270 ..................................... $46.95

**Piano Quintets**

**BRAHMS, JOHANNES**

**PIANO QUINTET IN G MINOR, OP. 25**
51480197 HN 197 ..................................... $49.95

**PIANO QUARTET IN C MINOR, OP. 60**
51480285 HN 285 ..................................... $48.95

**MOZART, WOLFGANG AMADEUS**

**PIANO QUARTETS**

revised edition
G minor K. 564; E-flat Major K. 493
51480196 HN 196 ..................................... $45.95

**SCHUMANN, ROBERT**

**PIANO QUARTET IN E-FLAT MAJOR, OP. 47**
51480737 HN 737 ..................................... $49.95

**PIANO QUINTETS**

**BRAHMS, JOHANNES**

**PIANO QUINTET IN F MINOR, OP. 34**
revised edition
51480251 HN 251 ..................................... $66.95

**HAYDN, JOSEPH**

**CONCERTANTE IN B-FLAT MAJOR HOB.I:105**
for Oboe, Bassoon, Violin, Violoncello, and Piano Reduction
Ed.: Gerlach, Pn. red: Petrenz
51480154 Score & Parts HN 154 .................. $39.95

**SCHUBERT, FRANZ**

**QUINTET IN A MAJOR, OP. POST. 114 D 667 (TROUT QUINTET)**
51480463 HN 463 ..................................... $49.95

**SCHUMANN, ROBERT**

**PIANO QUINTET IN E-FLAT MAJOR, OP. 44**
51480355 HN 355 ..................................... $57.95

**String Quintet**

**BRUCH, MAX**

**STRING QUINTET IN E-FLAT MAJOR**
First Edition
Ed.: Kube, Preface: Fifield
51480844 Set of Parts HN 844 ..................... $43.95
Order from any music retailer
or visit halleonard.com.